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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY 
In Th® Bear's Den 656-1176
ESTAl8'L!SllEl[>:i0U'
Mary Dougherty, Rachel Delacretaz and Jean Pearson in the long jump at North Saanich school sports day.
By RON NORMAN
[Staff Writer]
^^.C. Hydro will take a second look at its 
proposal for a new 230 kV transmission 
line for the Saanich Peninsula, par­
ticularly the second stage from Keating 
Cross Road to Sidney.
That’s the word from Ross McCarlie, . 
land use and resource supervisor, who 
headed up a large number of Hydro
representatives at a public information 
meeting June 4 at Stelly’s school.
McCarlie said nearly all the more than 
300 residents at the meeting gave a 
strong indication they did not want an 
overhead transmission line “anywhere 
on the peninsula” .
Hydro’s plans call for the new line to 
be built in two stages. The initial stage is 
to start from Pike Lake in the 
Highlands, and head north through
Saanich to Central Saanich and a new 
substation on Keating. That stage will be 
completed by 1983.
The second phase will see a new line 
from Keating to the Sidney substation 
off Bazan Bay, with the route either 
along the Pat Bay Highway or close to 
John Dean Park. This will be completed 
sometime in the late 1980s or early 
'■I990’s:,
But McCarlie said residents are dead
set against the overhead line, even when 
they are made aware of the high cost of 
placing the line underground.
“They are quite prepared to help 
defray the cost (of an underground line) 
by putting it on their power bills,” he 
said.'
/With that, information, and written 
reriiarks from questionnaires handed 
oviPat the meeting. Hydro supervisors 
vtdlfenow prepare a report outlining the
residents’ feelings for management 
consideration.
“We’ll certainly have to take a look at 
what people have said. We’d be crazy if 
we didn’t,” McCarlie said.
Hydro management will then make a 
decision to either go ahead as planned, 
propose a combination
overhead/underground line, or propose






Mike Nunn’s Shoreline Metalcraft 
Ltd. and Pat Bay Airport’s Trident 
Aircraft Ltd. have a couple of things in 
common.
Both are based in Sidney; both 
manufacture items made nowhere else 
west of Ontario: and both are hoping 
for a share of the national and in­
ternational markets.
But that’s where the similarities end.
Shoreline is nowhere near the same 
production scale a.s Trident, but by the 
same token hasn't reached deep into 
the taxpayers' pocket like Trident.
And unlike Trident, Shoreline has 
production underway. But then 
Shoreline doesn't make airplanes.
It makes sulkys, or harness bikes, 
like the type used at Sandown Raceway 
to pull the driver behind the hor.se.
Only these aren't your typical 
harness bike. They’re innovative, 
imaginative, and have caught the fancy 
of a number of the drivers at San­
down, including Joe Hudon, one of 
the top drivers in Canada,
Harness race driver Tom Burke [left] and sulky manufacturer 
Mike Nunn f horse" around with newly designed race hike at 
Sandown barns.
Hudon rode one of Nunn's bikes to 
a pair of victories last week in a trial 
run and now has one on order.
The bikes have been so well received 
Nunn plans on producing them on a 
larger scale, with an eye on the in-
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ternational scene.
He’s already sold one to a Hong 
Kong driver, who will take it back east 
with him. If it's successful, Nunn 
could be looking at a market of 
another 600 or 800 bikes in Hong 
Kong.
Already he's planning a marketing 
trip to Hong Kong,tentatively set for 
September.
So the business is ju.st ready to take 
off, Nunn has eight bikes in use —• two 
in Edmonton, one in Cloverdale, and 
the rest here at Sandown.
Not at all bad for a business that 
really only seriously started this year.
In fact. Shoreline Metalcraft’s 
primary work is marine metal 
fabricating, not .sulkys.
But two years ago Nunn met harness 
driver Tom Burke at Sandown and 
Burke and he got to talking about 
bikes,
The following year when Burke 
returned to Sandown for the racing 
.season, he brought with him ideas for 
a new bike design.












If you thought the weather in May 
was more than a little on the cool and 
damp side — you were right. It was 
colder and wetter than normal.
In fact, precipitation and sunshine 
statistics from Pat Bay weather office 
indicate it was one of the worst Mays 
we've had in sometime, with50percent 
more than the average rainfall for May 
— 45.6 mm compared with the usual 
30.5 mm.
Sunshine recorded during May was 
only 83 per cent of the normal — and 
the weather picture for June doesn't 
look any brighter, although we're told 
the extended outlook for southern 
Vancouver Island ctills for a gradual 
drying and warming trend as a warm 
front pushes the wet weather away.
The Victoria Gonzales weather office 
recorded a high of 12 degrees June 4 — 
that tied a record for the coolest 
maximum temperature, dating back to 
1898 when modern-day records began.
Reason for the gloomy weather, say 
the experts, has been a scries of large, 
.stable low pressure .systems which 





Stan Bamford, a 52-year-old in­
dustrial education teacher at Stelly’s 
school, was elected alderman June 7 in 
the Sidney byelection. His term runs 
until November, 1981.
Bamford polled 225 votes, Loyd 
Burdon a pharmacutical .salesman — 
was close behind with 204 and Mike 
Lane, a businessman who operates an 
amusement arcade on 4th Street, Sid­
ney, received 71 votes.
The turnout — about 12 per cent of 
the 4,30() eligible voters — was one of 
the lowest in recall, said tovm clerk 
Geoff Logan.
The byclcction wn.s called following 
the resignation of alderman Daryl Ash­
by, who is now employed by North 
Saanich municipality.
Saanich school board came under 
ff&avy fire from the Construction 
Association of Victoria Monday night 
for its plan to build a new $300,OCK) 
l^pard office with school di.strict staff.
Nevertheless, the board reaffirmed its 
earlier motion to go ahead with con­
struction of the,,new office on an “in- 
house” basis, and not put the project 
out to public lender.
Association president D.A. Weller
told the hoard he found it “distressing 
people spending taxpayers’ money do 
not see fit to pul it (Ihe board office) out 
to public tender" for public scrutiny,
Weller said the question is not 
whether the board hits the manpower to 
do the job, but whether it is spending it.s 
money properly.
But trustee Walter Tangyc dl.sagreed. 
We are an organliffitian that has the 
ability to use in-house construction and
we should use it, Tangyc said,
Two “obvious advantages'' to in- 
house construction are that board cost.s 
do not include a contractor’s profit; and 
it makes common sense to use people to 
construct the office who will have to 
maintain and repair it later, he added.
Trustee Roy Hyndmnn supported 
Tangye, and said the important point is 
that the school district maintains a small 
in-house capability for construction
which should be used in the “optimum 
'■way'',':
It is not a que.stion of using the 
capability for every project, Hyndman 
said and explained that another project 
is coming up where Ihe group will not be 
used because it will be busy elsewhere.
But Weller, who first raised the 
subject in a letter to hoard chairman 
Lois Walsh and a telegram to sccrclary- 
ireasurcr Ross Ingram, said the trustees
missed his point,
"The reason why you have a work 
force at all is another tihbjcct,” he 
explained, The real question is 'How do 
you know what you’re spending?'"
He said the board got its architectural 
plans for the building from a qualified 
architect firm in Victoria, ond it should 
go tltrougli tlie same process for the 
construction phase.
His letter had asked that the board
halt nil action on the project and set up a 
meeting with the con,struction Industry 
to discuss ways to bring the project to 
public tender,
( He closed by warning the board, “If 
we have to go further, I’m prepared to 
do that."
Upon the board’s rcconfirmation of 
in-house construction, Weller stormed 
' out of the meeting and slammed the 
door.
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Bill Knowles of Knowles 
Realty Ltd. is pleased to 
congrotulate CAROL 
LAWSON for leoding 
Residential Soles for the 
month of May. Carol's ef­
ficient and hordworking 
manner will ossist you with 
oil your housing needs. 
Buying or selling, put Corol's 
to ion ts to work for you.
CAROL LAWSON
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BreaKfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Biunch 11:30 and 1:30
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
He and Nunn worked on the new 
bike at Nunn’s shop at 2072 Henry, 
but never really went anywhere with it. 
This year they modified the bike 
further, and in Burke’s words “have 
come up with a winner.’’ “The bike 
really improves a horse’s per­
formance,’’ he said.
What’s different about it? To begin 
Nvith, the bike is about six inches 
shorter than a normal bike. This is due 
to re-designing the seat and bar at the 
back of the bike.
Instead of a straight bar at the back, 
the Nunn bike has a curved bar, so the 
horse can sit closer to the driver.
In addition, Nunn uses a marine 
alloy aluminum, which is both strong 
and light. Other bikes use everything 
from wood to steel.
Meanwhile, the fastenings are all 
stainless steel to prevent rusting, and 
the axles are machined to fine 
precision.
But one of the best features of the 
bike is its removable shafts, making 
repairs quick and easy. Bikes currently 
on the market use welded shafts. If 
they need repairs the bikes must either
be sidelined for three or four weeks 
while they are shipped back east to the 
manufacturer, or the driver must wait 
for the parts to come west.
With Nunn’s bike, drivers can install 
a new shaft and be back racing the 
following day.
It all adds up to a better riding bike 
with more stability, said Burke.
And what is it called? The “Flying 
Nunn’’, of course.
It sells for about S720 without 
wheels and some S900 complete. That 
compares with the Brodeur made in 
Montreal which goes for between 
SI,000 andSl,100.
But best of all, the bike is a winner, 
Burke said. For proof he pointed to 
the recent performance of his wife’s 
horse, B.C. Arden, which he rode to a 
first place finish June 3 at Sandown.
But in Arden’s last six starts before 
coming to Sandown the horse just 
wasn’t getting in the money. Burke 
decided to try Nunn’s new bike on him 
June 3, and B.C. Arden not only 
finished first, but lowered his lifetime 
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Sidney council Monday 
night rejected an ap­
plication by Prime 
Enterprises Ltd. — a 
company with offices in 
Victoria and Calgary — to 
rezone and develop 
Resthaven Island for 
construction of a lOO-plus 
bedroom luxury hotel, 
marina, tennis courts, 
apartments and con­
dominiums.
Aid. Ross Martin said the 
hotel plan was “just too 
damn much for that 
property.’’ It was three 
times the size of the 
Waddling Dog, he said, 
terming the proposal 
“overkill.”
Les Szabo, who said he 
represented a group of 
businessmen, told council 
Sidney was not taking 
advantage of tourism and 
needed the type of 
development he was 
proposing.
He hinted at an “in­
ternational clientele” and 
said Prime Enterprises 
“had connections from 
Florida to Europe.”
For the most part his plea 
fell on deaf ears. Martin 
said whatever was built on' 
the Resthaven property 
“must be in the best in­
terests of the community.”
The property was an 
important part of the 
community, he added, and 
said he was not so much 
offended at the concept of a 
resort hotel as he was by 
“this particular proposal” 
and suggested that if the 
company wanted such a 
“hard-core proposal” it 
should look elsewhere for 
property.
Aid. Glen McMillan at 
first viewed the plan with 
some favor, saying such a 
resort could enhance tourist 
trade — somethirig Sidney 
was lacking. “I, for one, 
am in favor of it,” he said.
However, after some 
discussion, McMillan said 
he tended to agree with 
Martin. The plan was “a bit 
overdone,” he said, 
suggesting Szabo come 
back to council with 
another plan on a smaller 
scale.
Aid. Ben Ethief raised 
the question: what kind of 
development does council 
want to see on the island? 
Resthaven is currently 
zoned institutional in the 
community plan and is 
designated a development 
permit area.
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SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
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Seventh Day Adventist 
Church and the $3 million 
1 l-acre site has been up for 
sale for some time but with 
few takers because of 
development restrictions.
Mayor Norma Sealey 
suggested council should 
make it known it was in- 
, terested in seeing proposals 
for development of the 
property. That was the 
intent of the development 
permit, she added.
In other business:
•Stan Bamford was 
sworn in as aldermair, 
officially welcomed and 
appointed to committee B, 
the firewarden’s committee « 
and as Sidney council’s 
representative on the- 
recreation commission.
' •Council approved the 
lacrosse box site on 
Resthaven opposite the 
senior citizen’s centre as a 
future location for a new 
library for Sidney and 
North Saanich.
•Aid. Glen McMillan 
noted vandalism had cost 
Sidney $4,700 in one month 
and deplored the action of 
“those retards who get their 
jollies tearing down trees.”
Mayor Sealey said she 
hoped a recent committee 
struck on vandalism would 
“come up with 
something.” Members of 
the public have a 
responsibility to report to 
the police if they see 
something happening, she 
said. Some didn’t like to get 
involved, she added, but 
“they’re paying for it so 
they’re already involved.”
•Martin took the mayor 
to task for personally 
replying to a letter which 
had been addressed to both 
mayor and council. It had
lOLB.
never come before council
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Where to lake your visitors B frlenils
. ARDMORE (iOLK COURSE, 9.10 Ardmore Dr, & West Saanich Rond, Sidney
A cozy 9.1u>ler. ideal Cor I'aniilics, Beautiful scenery and special twilight rates for 9-1k>1c 
'game, Clubs and can rentals - picnic and barbecue facilities — swimming beach. Phone 
:65;6-4<iii. , • ■
BRENTWOOD INN. 7172 Breniwood Drive, Brentwood. 652-24!.l.
THE’PRAIRIE INN, ecmier Mt. Newton X Rnndv and East SasinUh Ud. 656-1575 
^Relas by the, fire and listen to live entertainmentWhile playing Chess, Cribbage, Checkers. 
jUackgammon, Darts ijr Pool.
i'.,
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 656-1176
Euuzies Place every Friday and Saturday night 9 - 2 a.m,, dance lu the music of the
featuring in the Lounge, Ray Marquette. Guitar 'Vocalist, 8;(X)p,m. to Midnight,
.SAI.MO.N ITSIIING, Boat Rental, Guided f'lkhlng Tripn (all inebnive) family fishing 
in Ihe pfoiccied Sa.vnich Inlet. BRENTWOOD BOAT REN'I AI.S at the Ferry Dock. 
Bremv-ood Bay. Pfimu'657.-1014,
he said and told the mayor 
she “shouldn’t presume to 
answer correspondence 
directed to council.” It was 
the only way people can 
reach us who want to reach 
us, he said. *
Sealey said she had 
replied to the letter but then 
passed it on to town clerk 
Geoff Logan, whose job it 
is to distribute letters to 
council, Martin questioned' 
Logan, who replied he “felt 
the matter had been taken 
care of.”
A motion was passed that 
all letters addressed to 
mayor and council be 
placed on the agenda for 
the next council meeting.
•
Chamber meeting
The next dinner meeting 
of Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce will 
be held June 19 at the Royal 
Canadian Legion on Mills 
Road, Guest speaker is MP 
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Opposition to line
Continued from
a completely underground system.
But McCarlie said an underground 
line will cost at least five times as much 
as an overhead line, and more likely 
eight or nine times as much.
Six cables have to go underground 
because it is a double circuit, he pointed 
out. That means three in each trench in 
addition to cooling ducts in each.
“That’s where the tremendous part of 
the cost comes,’’ McCarlie said. The 
cables don’t have a cooling medium 
underground — as they do in the air.
But under provincial legislation, 
Hydro can be required to build an 
underground line with the costs shared 
evenly by local and provincial gover­
nments, and Hydro.
But the municipality would have to 
hold a public referendum on the issue.
North Saanich Mayor Eric Sherwood 
■ and Aid. Edgar Farthing were at the 
• meeting as well, and made their views 
known to Hydro.
Page 1
Farthing suggested Hydro examine 
the proposed transmission line in 
conjunction with a natural gas line, 
which has been scheduled for Vancouver 
Island for sometime in the future.
Sherwood said if both natural gas and 
electrical lines have to be built on the 
peninsula, they should be put un­
derground together in an “energy 
corridor’’.
McCarlie said Sherwood and Farthing 
have a point, and added Hydro is 
looking at electrical usage in co­
ordination with a natural gas line.
However, he said the gas line won’t be 
ready for the peninsula in time for the 
1983 target date Hydro has set for the 
Keating substation.
“And there’s no doubt about the need 
for the Keating line by 1983,’’ he said.
On the other hand, the Sidney line is 
not as firm, and McCarlie said Hydro 
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Flank Steak
For Stuffing, Chinese Food, 
Stew, Stroganoff.
The French immersion 
issue in Saanich school 
district simply refuses to go 
away. The latest outbreak 
came at Monday’s board 
meeting when trustees were 
faced with two separate 
requests for more in­
formation on the program.
Ron Cullis, 7208 Early 
Place, Brentwood, told he 
board he was “concerned’’ 
about the future of Keating 
elementary’ school as a 
centre for the immersion 
program.
Cullis and two other 
concerned Keating parents 
told the board rumours are 
“flying fast and strong’’ 
about the use of the school 
' strictly for French im­
mersion.
But chairman Lois Walsh 
said the board has not made 
a decision to change 
Keating from a normal 
elementary school to a 
French immersion school.
She said the board has 
instructed parents of 
French immersion students 
that immersion classes will 
have to be carried out where 
space permits. >
That means shifting 
students to classrooms 
? throughout the district that 
happen to be empty at the 
, time, she said.
Trustee Roy Hyndman 
agreed, assuring parents 
there will be no changes in 
• Keating as far as can be 
determined.
The board agreed to have 
a member meet with parents 
in the area to allay their 
concerns, and suggested 
writing a newsletter in- 
fornting parents of the 
situation.
Meanwhile, Walsh 
blasted two fellow trustees 
for their failure to properly 
inform a local ratepayers’ 
association of the financing 
formula for the immersion 
program.
The Central Saanich 
Ratepayers’ Association 
wrote the board requesting 
information about the 
proposed federal grant for 
the program and any forth­
coming costs facing the 
board.
That request was to have 
been answered by Central 
Saanich trustees Tangye 
and Esther Galbraith, 
according to Walsh.
“1 am disturbed that 
information has not been 
provided by the Central 
Saanich trustees as the 
board suggested,’’ Walsh 
said.
But Tangye countered it 
is impossible to tell the; 
association what costs will 
be incurred because there 
are hidden costs that the 
board is not aware of.
Galbraith supported 
Tangye and added that at 
the association meeting, 
senior school district staff 
were unable to come;, up 
with the ansyyers either.
But Hyndman pointed 
out the essential in­
formation is included in the 
original board motion on 
French immersion. There 
will be no additional costs, 
he said.
“1 don’t understand what 
additional information we 
can give them.’’
Walsh then blew up at the 
two Central Saanich 
trustees, commenting, “I 
don’t understand cither.’’
She said students in the 
district are funded on 
“instructional units’’ with 
the provincial government 
contributing so much 
money for each in­
structional unit.
The same students would 
have to be taught, whether 
it’s in Chinese, French, or 
English she said. “Why 
should it cost any more?
But Tangye refused to lay 
down, and said a shift in 
students to the French 
immersion program could 
result in a lowering of the 
total number of in­
structional units and so a 
lowering in provincial 
contributions.
Walsh said such a case 
could be easily checked, 
while trustee John Betts 
suggested it is “a good 
possibility we can gain 
instructional units by a shift 
of students.’’
The board finally decided 
to write a letter of ex­
planation to the 
association, but not before 
Walsh said she was “sorry 
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Outside looking in at rural church.
THE TIDE GUIDE
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Resthaven Island and the balance of the 
property that goes with it — some 11 odd 
acres in all — has posed a problem since the 
old Resthaven Hospital was closed and then 
finally, demolished.
The site has tender memories for oldtimers, 
both for its association with the hospital and 
the many years of quality care patients en­
joyed, and because of the beauty of the area. 
And it was obvious when the hospital went 
that whatever development was eventually 
planned there, it had to be the right kind, 
bearing in mind those historic and sen­
timental feelings.
Currently, the property is zoned in­
stitutional and has been designated a 
development permit area, a safeguard Sidney 
council took to ensure it had some control 
over future development.
Owner of the property, the Seventh Day 
Adventist Church, has had problems selling 
Resthaven because of restrictions the 
development places on the land. Some 
developers have shown interest in the $3 
million site but tend to back off rapidly when 
they discover those restrictions.
And now a presentation by a company to 
erect an hotel, four or five storeys high on the 
property, with a marina, apartment and 
condominiums, has been turned down. It 
wasn’t the right kind of development for 
Resthaven, council felt, and seemed to have 
no real difficulty reaching that decisibh;^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^ 
But Aid. Ben Ethier identified the problem 
l^vyhen he posed the question to cduncil 
Monday night: What does council want to see 
on Resthaven property?
It isn’t, of Course, council’s task to make 
that decision^ Its role is that of a watchdog, 
its obligation to the community, along with 
the mandate that comes with that develop­
ment permit. And that, we repeat, is to see 
that the right kind of development occurs.
But what exactly is the “right kind?”
It has never been defined. Indeed, it is 
easier to identify those developments we 
don’t want than to suggest those that might 
be fitting.
Nevertheless, Mayor Norma Sealey and the 
aldermen likely have some views of their own. 
And we’re sure residents can fill a big gap 
here by telling us what they would like to see 
developed on the beautiful Resthaven 
property and its ajoining land.
Please write to us. We welcome your 
contribution. Every letter will be published in 
The Review.
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Letter of the Week Horse troughs?
How beautifully the residents of Central Saanich 
were divided at the B.C. Hydro Open House held at 
Stelly’s School on June 4!
Given three proposed Hydro line routes to con­
sider, each property owner busily questioned and 
considered the proposals on how the different routes 
would affect him. No matter which overhead route is 
decided upon, B.C. Hydro will have satisfied two- 
thirds of the property owners and the others must 
just accept their lot.
Let’s stand together, property owners. Although 
the route is of concern, surely it is not the issue. This 
line must be buried no matter which route it takes.
To allow an overhead power line now will be with 
us forever.
When questions of cost arise, only vague answers 
such as “about four times as much” etc. are given. 
Consider the issue well, consider the future. Insist as 
a unit that the proposed line be buried.
Graham Rice 
6479 Old West Road
For the record
To set the record straight I wish herewith to make 
clear the manner in which the purchase of the R.O. Bull 
Memorial Park on Wain Road was made possible.
The $42,000 purchase price was raised by con­
tributions as follows: - ^
Mrs. R.O. Bull (friends and family) — $7,500.
Victoria Foundation (founded by Col. R.O. Bull) — 
■■$15,000.
Nature Conservancy of Canada -- $6,500. :
■ The balance by 76 private individuals—- and cor­
porations-—$13,000./ ^ ^ /
/..:; Total—$42,000; /
Absolutely no money was received from the District 
of North Saanich, nor from any other tax supported 
source. I trust this will answer any questions which 
might arise because of the letter from Herta Hart- 
manshenn in the Sidney Review of June 4.
JohnC. Lapham 
540 Downey Road
Regardless of the selfish attitude of house owners and 
their friends Wain Road will go through sooner or later; 
traffic on Birch Road has in the past 10 years reached 
the proportions of Pat Bay Highway at 5 p.m.
It would be nice if everyone could have their nice, 
quiet lane - me included - but with no public tran­
sportation available automobiles are necessary, so 
access to perimeter roads should be opened up when 
necessary to share the traffic problem which is in­
creasing every year.
No doubt when the people who are protesting Wain 
Road extension climb down off their nags and step into 
an automobile their thinking does an 180 obviously 
because after leaving their cul-de-sac they then become a 
part of someone else’s traffic problem. Of course, there 
is a possibility that these people don’t own cars, in 
which case rather than be classified (by houseowners) as 
a pig headed car driver, I suggest we trade in our cars 
for horses, close off Birch Road to everything other 






North Saanich secondary school reunion for all 
former students, graduates, teachers, and staff who 
attended the school during the period 1938 until its last 
graduation class in 1965, will be held June 28 - 29.
An open house will be held at the school from 3 - 7 
p.m. June 28 with a wine and cheese reception held that 
evening. A family picnic to include spouses and children 
is plannedTor June-29 at Beaver Lake Park from 11
■■a.m.-^p.mLi ;■;,, ^
We would app'reciate hearing from all those who wish 
to attend one, some, or all of these events. Please write 
Mns. Julie McCaig, 2810 - 15th Avenue, Port Alberni,. 





We’re happy to learn the response to 
STAG’S “jam” program has been excellent 
and youngsters are off to a good start for the 
summer with lots of work coming in.
Essentially, it’s a sound, commonsense 
idea. Mo.st people — especially senior citizens 
— need help around the house and garden at 
this time of the year. And there arc at least 
100 young people without jobs who are 
willing to work at a variety of tasks for a 
rensonablc lind agreed sum.
So remember, if you have a job—~ big or 
.small you feel STAG or Saanichton youlli 
centres can tackle, phone one of these 
numbers — 656-0134 (Monday to Friday, 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m.), 656-6713 (STAG) or 652- 
9050 (Saanichton centre).
A funny thing happened on my way home, when I 
detoured to have a sip of BG Hydro’s incomparable 
coffee, served free at the Stelly’s Cross Road school in 
Saanich la.st Wednesday.
We all know how sincerely BC Hydro does share our 
own concerns about “environmental and social impacts 
when developments such as electric generating plants 
and transmission lines are proposed”.
And that’s why this public information meeting was 
called, to tell the folks the truth about the new Pike 
Lake-Sidney transmission line. ■
Amongst other things, BC Hydro also engages in 
“vegetation management”, which means brush removal 
from under the power lines.
1 asked one of the attending BC Hydro staff how they 
will accomplish this task on the proposed power line. 
“By cutting” - he replied and pointed to the 
corresponding line in his public information bulletin, 
which stated that, “Becau.se the transmission route will 
run through settled areas and would be accessible, it is 
unllclpnlctl that vegetation management will bc ac- 
complished wilhout the use of herbicides”.
Obviously, this DC Hydro storyicller wasn’t aware of 
llic situation in .Sookc, also a “settled area” where it 
look a bunch of appeals to slop, hopefully for good BC 
Hydro's herbicide spraying of u power line which runs 
tlirough mircoinituiniiy.
Wlicii I pointed out that we drink water from the 
creeks crossed by the power line, one of the present BC 
Hydro managers, a forester, disarmingly said: “If you 
only knew of all the sitiff going into your daily bread, 
you wouldii’i worry so much’'....
If this is so. why take all thin trouble to preach one 




Thank you for the article on war brides. The response 
has been good with 80 members as of last week and the 
reunion is well in hand. We even have a World War I 
bride who does voluntary work at the Memorial 
Pavillion —so any old war will do! All are welcome.
Incidentally, one of our local stationers still has hard 
back covers of the war brides book to which many 
people living here contributed articles. A lot of the girls 
had never heard of it.
Marjorie MncWillinms, 




1 would like to thank the community of Brentwood 
for its kindness in not only donating a hall free, but to 
the ladies, Muriel Knott, and all the others who worked 
.so hard providing the food, etc., to make our reunion 
such a rc.soiuidiiig .succc.ss.
Particular thanks to Mike Rice for his eniluisiasm and 
dedication in getting an idea off the ground and 
working. Also to his daughter, Marilyn, who, like her 
dad, proved to he such a great organizer, and also 
provided our entertainment, The musical basketball 
routine performed by her girls was very much ap­
preciated by the crowd.
It was indeed an evening of meet, mix and remini.scc, 
as attested to by the excited buzz of eonvcrsnilon which 
at times nlmosi drowned out the orche,stra, Thank you 
too. to the fellows wlio provided the dance mu.sic, Good 
old songs we all remembered! And to the long-suffering 
spon.ses who so cheerfully endured the whoops of 
recognition, hugs and hand-shakes of old friends 
meetings and greetings.
Conllniicd on Page 5
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60 YEARS AGO
From the June 10,1920 Imsuc of 1 he Review.
Following the visit of the comrniltcc appointed by the 
FaviTicrs’ Insiiiuie for the purpose of judging the 
various strawberry patches around Kerning the 
following prizes were awarded: Isi. J. H, .Suitoin 2nd, 
E, Cnisci 3rd,Mr. Holiawny.
and even excels famous Victoria for climactic con­
ditions,
p.m., on the 
mark.
same day, the mercury stood at the 1(X)-
'SO YEARS AGO
From (lie Jiime 12,19,10 Issue of The Review 
Tite district of North Saanich is sure becoming known 
to the outside world, I'his week The Keview received 
two enquiries from Nova Scotia seeking Information 
relative to coming here to reside in order to miss ilie cold 
winters in the east. Records kept over n Inng term of 
years by the Sidney Experimental Station show that 
North Saanich lias the most even temperatures of any 
place in Canada. North Saanicli is in n protected zone
40 YEARS AGO
From ilic June 12,19-10 issue of The Review,
Discussion took place at the Sidney Busincssnicn’.s 
Association meeting regarding numbering of houses In 
Sidney, It was ascertained that the great majority 
welcomed tills idea. In eonneciion with it, the question 
of liaving signposts erected at the street corners was al,so 
discussed.
20 YEARS AGO!
From the June IS, 1960 Issue of Tito Review 
Derivation of the name “Swartz Bay”, questioned a 
week ago by a render of The Review, continues to 
arouse wide interest. The possibility is now raised that 
she h,ty terminus of the provincial ferry service to the 
mainland was named Swart and not Swartz or Sch­
wartz, ,■,.■■
10 YEARS AGO:
FromiheJune 14,1950 Issue of The Review
Till" \V(*ntlu'r man wn«; In a playful mood Saturday. ,A 
Sidney resident wito keeps an accurate thermometer, 
informs The Review that the mercury sank to 46 degrees 
at 3 a.m. on Saturday. Twelve hours later, at exactly 1
10 YEARS AGO
From the June 17, 19709 Issue of The Review,
Tlic uhscivant eycr. of two young;;icrr. op Bcucoil
Avenue last Friday nipped in the bud a fire at the 
Craigmyic Motel whicit could have caused extensive 
dt'iinagc, ,
Thu. 0240 10.7 1005 .6 1815 10.8 2255 8.8
Fri. 0300 10.4 1055 .4 1900 11.1 2345 8.9
Sat. 0355 10.0 1125 .6 1940 11.3
Sun. 0055 8.7 0440 9.6 1200 1.0 2015 11.3
Mon. 0210 8.5 0515 9.0 1255 1.7 2105 11.2
Tue. 0315 8.1 0610 8.5 1330 2.5 2140 11.1
Wed. 0415 7.6 0705 7.9 1410 3.5 2225 11.0
Chapel of Roses
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Ask Sands
Depend on Sands
UiKlcriakiiVg ’ Society 
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Sunday, June 15 
9:45 a.m. - Sunday 













Wednesday, June 18 
7:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
& Prayer Meeting.
Pastor N.B. Harrison 
656-5012 or 598-1003
Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478
Stelly’s Secondary School 1627 Stelly’s Cross Rd.
Anglican Church of Canoda*
THE PARISH 




Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 






2295 Weiler Ave. 
Sunday, June 15







8:00 a.m. Communion 
10:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer




9686-3rd St, Sidney 
Sunday
8:00 a.m. Communion 












; . ;; ■ - Service
Wednesday









Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
Res. 656-7484 
Office 656-2721
The Church ’ By The Lake 
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 
5363 Pat Bay Highway 
9:30 a.m. Family
Church School 
10:30 a.m. Morning 
; Worship 
1 ;00 p.m; ■ - Church 
Family Picnic,




Rev, Robert Sansom 
656-4870 — 656-5322







7:30 p.m. Prai.se & 
Worship
Wednesday, June 18 
10:tX) a.m. Communion 
STSTEPIIEN'S 




Rev. Ivun Fuller 
652-2812 
Office 6,52-43 II 




Now meel til (lie Moose 
null, 7925 F,»s( .Suaiiicli 
Road.
Sun. — 11:15 a.m, -- 
Breaking of Bread
7:00 p.m. • “Middle 
East Crise.? and the 
Gospel.” Speaker: Ted 
Pearce.
ALI.WElXOMi:





792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay 
Sunday, June 15 th 
Trinity II 
Pentecost III 
8:30 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morn Prayer 
Rev, Will Dobson 
652-3860 
Wardens:
A.L. Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 652-26 51
OUR LADYOFTHE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 

























Resl. Haven Dr,, Sidney
' SERVICES 





ALL ARE WELCOME 








7(M)8 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay 
9.4S a.m. Sumlity Scliool 
11 :{X) a.m. XVorsltip’ 
Pastor VVmit Brouwer 
6S2..33I3




IVUiin , II (i,m, ondZ p,m. 













family Sorulio onij 
Siihdny Srhnnl ' 
, 11 ;00o,rTi. ,














10.364 McDonald Park lUI.






11:00 a,in. Worship 
Service
7;n() p.m, Praise & Shuic 
Thmf.tlay
7:00 p.m, Bihle Study 
“I’reachlng tlie Clirist- 









Wednesday, June 11,1980 THE review Pages
The
CLIFPEM INN
It was graduation time 
for everybody this 




from three to five 
years received cer­
tificate of attendance 
from supervisors 




SOUP du Jour Salad Bar
Alaska King Crab Legs 
With Parisienne Potatoes
Fresh Vegetables
Home Baked Bread i
Fresh Strawberries with Crea |
$11.75















300 sign More letters Residents
@ ®petition Continued from Page 4
to lobby 
council
SIDNEY NEWS 8i VARIETY SAYS
Some 300 people signed a petition Saturday in Beacon 
Mall objecting to the provincial government’s proposal 
for a fixed link — bridge or tunnel — between the Island 
and the mainland.
The petition is one of many circulating throughout 
the Greater Victoria area. A peninsula resident who 
wishes to remain anonymous said Monday she was' 
working with a group headed by Claudia Donato of 
Victoria.
And she said she’ll be there again with the petition in 
Beacon Mall again Saturday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Copies 
of the petition are in several locations on the peninsula 
but anyone who has not had a chance to sign or who 
would like a petition to circulate among friends and 
neighbors should call 656-5005 after 2 p.m.
The petition states that those signing “refuse per­
mission to use our tax dollars’’ for a feasibility study 
and says construction of a Fixed link between the Island 
and the mainland could contribute to “exploitation by 
corporations and speculators’’ and would “create an 
unnatural boon in industrialization and population 
growth otherwise contained by our Island domain.’’
Thank you Fred Quick and Bud Michell, and all those 
too numerous to mention here, who pitched in and 
helped wherever they could. And to the crowds, all 
three-hundred of them, or more, who still love 
basketball and came literally from Sooke to Sidney and 
from points even farther away.
It was fun, we all enjoyed ourselves, and so much 
now that we have made the initial breakthrough, let’s 
keep in touch with each other, and maybe through our 
efforts perhaps we can create a new Saanich and 
Suburban League for the youngsters coming up in the 
future.
E.E. Stewart 
948 Aral St., 
Victoria
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Central Saanich residents 
opposed to B.C. Hydro’s 
planned overhead tran­
smission line are seeking 
council’s endorsation of an 
underground line.
A spokesman for the 
group said Monday about 
50 to 60 residents plan to 
attend the June 16 Central 
Saanich council meeting 
and w'ill ask council to 
support a request for Hydro 
to perform a cost study of 
an underground line.
The group also presented 
a petition against the 
overhead line at the public 
information meeting at 
Stelly’s school .lune 4.
Hydro plans an overhead 
transmission line from Pike 
Lake to Keating Cross 






Let island colour labs provide you with top quality processing & same 
day service, mon. to fri.
M Unless you know what happens to your film when you take it in to be 
processed, you’re taking a chance.
Chances are you’ll get back pictures that please you. Capture a moment 
and make a memory last. But it’s still chance.
Town clerk Geoff Logan has taken exception to a 
statement made last week by Loyd Burdon, an un­
successful candidate in Sidney’s aldermanic byelection.
In a Review story, Burdon claimed a newsletter sent 
out with tax notices included an article which had not 
been approved by council.
Burdon derided the article, which put some emphasis ‘ 
on paying taxes on time, and claimed he’d spoken with 
two aldermen who said they knew nothing about it.
Logan said the whole matter was “utterly 
ridiculous”.
The article and newsletter in question had been 
presented to council for approval and was, in fact, 
approved by formal resolution, he .said.
He pointed out an item top of the newsletter which 
informs residents the publication is put out “under the 
auspices of mayor and council.”
Burdon, he said, had “obviously been misinformed.”
And the two aldermen who knew nothing about the 
article in the newsletter?
“They’ve obviou.sly never even bothered lo read it,” 
Logan said.
However, later the town clerk said he’d checked with 
council and discovered only one alderman had spoken 
to Burdon — and he’d obviously been misunderstood. 
Logan said Burdon had apologized to him and also 
claimed he’d told “the press” he’d only spoken to “one 
alderman.”
Not so, Burdon, in fact, was most emphatic on that 
point when he talked to I he Review.
Central Saanich council is prepared to go to 
referendum to help pay the costs of the Pike Lake- 
Sidney transmission line if it goes underground.
Following a discussion with a delegation protesting 
the proposed B.C. Hydro overhead line Monday night. 
Central Saanich council committees approved a request 
that Hydro be asked to provide cost! estimates, for 
placing a portion of the line underground.. : . vL 
And council Wants Hydro to realize it is prepared to 
enter into serious negotiations. If the plan is feasible, it 
will be taken to referendum, it was decided.
The delegation of 15 also presented a petition with 76 
signatures. The group intends to attend next week’s 
council meeting and make a formal presentation to 
council.
In other council news:
•Council agreed $450 should be provided from the 
accommodation and maintenance committee budget to 
install sun shields over the police communications 
centre. Equipment in the centre generates a great 
amount of heat, making work uncomfortable for the 
dispatcher on duty.
The best way lo combat the problem is to shield the 
windows from the sun’s rays, council decided. The 
money will buy a form of cedar siding, to be arranged in 
vertical slats, out to a distance of about four feet. The 
areas to be cooled down will be the communications 
centre, some administrative offices, and the prisoner 
interrogation room.
•Council received a letter from Central Saanich 
Ratepayers Association expressing concerns about 
construction of a subdivision adjacent to Gore Park. 
Council voted to write the association and assure 
members they shared the concerns and are making 
special effort to pre.scrve and protect the park,
A combined public information night and public' 
hearing will be held June 26 at 7:30 p.m. to discuss 
matters relating to Gore Park and the .subdivision, <■
yourgwn
beriies
HOW ISLAND COLOUR LAB 
REMOVESTHE ELEMENT 
OF CHANCE.
With quality service that starts at 
the counter and continues through the 
entire process.
KEEPINGTRACK r
Ripening,,'5 berries: are 
signalling the -start of 
another season for taking 
drives through the Saanich 
Peninsula and filling your 
truck with fresh produce.
The 1980 guide to 
peninsula fruit and 
vegetable farms with pick- 
your-own or roadside sales, 
is now available from the 
B.C. ministry of 
agriculture.
The list, compiled by the 
ministry’s horticulture 
branch, includes 19 farms, 
their open hours and which 
fruits, berries, vegetables or 
honey arc available.
The guide indicates 
whether the produce is 
already picked or on a pick- 
your-own basis, and a map 
shows the location of each 
farm. Free copies of the 
guide are tivailable from: 
Ptiblicatioiis Office, 
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Parliament Btiildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia, 
V8W 2Z7 or phone: 387- 
5121.
■ Film is sorled by size, surface and type. A 
number is placed on the film and on the 
envelope it came in. That’s hdvy we get your 
pictures back to you.; ,
THE PROCESS
Now your film goes into the Darkroom and 
is spliced onto a roll feeding into the 
processing machine.
The processing machine gently pulls the 
film from chemical to chemical... developer, 
bleach, wash, fix ... at a steady rale of 16' 
per min. The continual motion prevents over­
processing.
The chemicals are kept constantly 
replenished, to ensure top quality with 
minimum effluent.
THE PRINTING MACHINE
The printing machine is rrfatched to each^ 
shipment of paper. Colour correction buttons 
adjust the timing on eaoh primary.colour : l 
to ensure consistent colour-balance.
The exposed paper roll is then taken to the y 
: Paper Developing Machine which runs at lit t 
per minute;, under the same rigid control as: ■
- the film machine^: ■ A tW ,
; @':Quality Control;' i’y/:;;:'
i : Every day the processing and print rtlachines 
are tested with pre-exposed reference strips. :
Since filrn and paper are perishables, the test 
strips are flowrn in on dry-ice and immediately 
placed in a freezer '
If any part of the process—• temperature, - 
timing, etc. -— is off, it shows up with these 
rigid controls, and is adjusted before your film 
goes through.




IN SIDNEY AT 
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2440 BEACON AVE. 
656-2345 





The trial of n .39-year'Ol(l Sidney inun — 13ciiis Barry 
McFadden — charged witlt tlie firM degree nuirdcr of 
Marion Barbara MaoKay, 31, on March 17 opened 
Monday in the B.C. Supreme Court in Vicioria,
Crown counsel Nichola.s Lang, in opening the cafic, 
told the court prosecution would submit evidence and 
ask die jury to conclude that the case was one of first- 
degree murder because it was planned, and deliberate 
and because it wa.s committed during the course of an 
indecent assault.









•Itucllulor Repairs A 
, Heafcr Core.s
Call 656-5581 




2474 Beacon Avenue, Sidney, BX. 656-3232
....
Special DflD
- UNUSUU MOBILES - BCWOODEN BOXES - O Sl OSSON HERDS 
'b.C. JADE CUFFLINKS
GERMAN STEINS T'wom’ CARVINGS - STERLING CHAINS
Shiijipe Hour; ■ — ond mor» — FATHIM'SPAY,. 
Monday to Saturdiqi 10 ii.m. to S;30 p.in. JUNE 15
iiinmi








was a breeze 
or golfer Don
Sidney golfer Don Gowan breezed 
to easy victories in both the Victoria 
City Amateur men’s golf cham­
pionship and the intermediate title 
over the weekend.
The 24-year-old who plays out of 
Glen Meadows, carded a 72 at 
Uplands Sunday to go along with a 
70 at Gorge Vale Saturday for a 142 
total — three shots better than 
defending amateur champion Dave 
Mick.
Gowan, Glen Meadows club 
champion, was eight strokes better 
than his nearest rivals in the in­
termediate (25 years and under) 
division.
Meanwhile, Glen Meadows’ Ray 
Saxon beat Dave Donsddson of 
Gorge Vale on the second extra hole 
of a playoff to win the Matson 
Trophy and amateur handicap 
championship. Saxon fired at 78-73 
for a 151 total.
Drop in, enter marina’s 
$500 fishing contest
The public is invited to drop in - by land, sea or air - 
during Deep Cove Marina’s special two-day grand 
opening of its new facilities June 21 and 22.
And there’ll be lots of giveaways for visitors, says 
the marina’s manager Michael Lafortune.
There’s a chance to win a $500 prize in a fishing 
contest, buy gas at cost and enjoy free refreshments.
The marina’s $300,000 upgrading program includes: 
eludes:
•New cement wharves
•Full gasoline facilities, including diesel
•Electricity and water on docks 
•Upgrading of the commercial building which now 
includes yacht brokerage offices, dealers for the 
luxury Victorian trawlers, San Juan yachts and 
Uniflite yachts.
•Full grocery store service plus ice and bait.
Marsh Marine is now located at Deep Cove Marine, 
says Lafortune, who adds the marina now has a full 
line of charter craft and a sea school, with sailing 
lessons for the novice and brush-ups for more ex­
perienced sailors.
Airport hard to patrol
A 20-year-old North Saanich man pleaded guilty last 
week in Victoria provincial court to theft of a Piper 
Cherokee aircraft and 19 counts of mischief causing 
wilful damage to planes at Pat Bay Airport.
Dennis Joseph Robert Chiasson, who gave no fixed 
address, entered his pleas June 3 before Judge Lome 
Pearce.
Chiasson was remanded in custody until June 19 so 
that a presentence report can be prepared.
Crown counsel Wayne Smith told the court cir­
cumstances surrounding the charges will be aired at the 
time of sentencing.
The charges follow an incident May 29 in which 19 
planes were vandalized before the $30,000 Piper 
Cherokee Six, belonging to Flight Centre Victoria 
charter services, was taken and flown around southern 
Vancouver Island.
The plane eventually crash landed in a field near 
Cowichan Bay about 8 a.m. the same morning. Damage 
to the stolen plane has been placed at $25,000, and not 
$10,000 to $12,(XX) as reported earlier.
Damage to other aircraft has been estimated at 
$4,000.
..Police believe the stolen plane circled the area for 
three hours before the pilot realized he was running low
on fuel and decided to land.
Chiasson was charged March 16, 1980 in Dalhousie, 
N.B. with two counts of breaking and entering and one 
-count of mischief and was given 30 days in jail, court 
was informed.
Duty legal aid lawyer Vincent Giles said Chiasson had 
been on the peninsula for one or two months and had 
family connections in Ontario and New Brunswick.
Meanwhile, airport personnel met early last week to 
see if anything could be done to prevent such an Incident 
from happening in the future.
But both Sidney RCMP and a Pat Bay airline 
operator say it is hard to patrol the airport.
Richard Jackson, manager of Capital Flight 
Training, one of the companies whose planes were 
vandalized in the incident, said there “really isn’t much 
that can be done in a case like this one’ ’.
Jackson said gates at the airport are often left open by 
the pilots and business men themselyes, and the van­
dalism problem cannot be solved unless airport per­
sonnel are willing to hire a guard and dog to patrol the 
area.
But then it would make it difficult for pilots and 
plane owners to reach their crafts, he said.
reunion
More than 300 people, representing teams active in 
the old-Saanich SubufbanXeague between 1920 - 1940, 
turned up to a basketball reunion May 24 in Brentwood 
Community Hall.
And many of the oldtime players brought guests 
along - some of whom played prior to 1920 and included 
Russell Crawford, F.G. Gray, Mrs. G. Piercy and Jack 
Elliott. Guests travelled from Hazelton, Quesnel, 
Clearwater, Armstrong, Tacoma, Seattle, Vancouver 
and Vancouver Island. '
The large crowd swelling the hall enjoyed demon­
strations of ball handling and shooting skills by the
Saanich Peninsula Midget and Bantam Girls. A free 
shot contest was won by Gladys Cunningham and Gar 
Taylor.
Claude Butler organized an old time music group for 
dancing and food and refreshments were prepared by 
ladies of the Brentwood Community Association.
Profits from the evening will be shared between the 
Brentwood Community Association and the Saanich 
Peninsula Amateur Basketball Association.
One of the organizers of the reunion, Mike Rice, said 




feoeli him tlie facts
of life.
He’s new on the job, with a lot to learn, And it's 
up to management to teach him-not just how 
to do the job- but how to do it safe/y
Make sure he understands his personal protec­
tive equipment and the need to wear it at all 
times. Teach him to iook for hazards that 
can cause accidents. Train him 
to work with proper regard 
for the safety of his fellow 
workers as well as his own,
Be certain he knows how to 
handle whatever tools and 
equipment he’ll be using,
Remember that, for himi going to work is 
like starting a whole new life. Do everything 
you can to make it a long one.
I |-or innro lUi ihis suDiecl,
'.ond ihir, coupon 10
liiKinii.iiiim .111(1 I ,lii( .iiiuii Dcpiirlmi’ni
WOI-(KLI?.S' COMPI-NSAl ION HOARD
I 'll IWUISII 1 ,11 1 Mill V
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A '^:depqt;plaii-.s:^
Peninsula residents who 
commute to Victoria may 
not have to fight the rush _ 
hour traffic much longer. 
Park-and-ride depots at 
Royal Oak and Saanichton, 
geared to serve the Saanich* 
Peninsula and commuter 
traffic to the city, have been 
proposed in a May report to 
the Urban Transit 
Authority.
Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey, chairman of the 
region’s transit, planning 
and management com­
mittee, says people would 
park their cars at the depot 
and take the bus. There are 
bus loops planned in a new, 
improved transit service for 
the Sidney-North Saanich 
area and Sealey hopes the 
northern end of the 
peninsula will eventually 
have its own park-and-ride 
depot.
The new bus .service is 
expected to start early next 
year, when buses ordered 
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AUTO^MARINE
NO MORE BOONCING!
RopIncQ worn-out shocka now with 
E-2 RidG*^ and onjoy.8mooth lading again.
You'll bo happier—ond safer!





Corner of 2nd 8i Bevan Phone 656-2422





















SAVE 40' SAVE 20*
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store.
We testtve the tight lo limit Quantities. Sales in Rclail Quantilics Only. CAM A D A SAFEWAY 1; I IVl I T E O
aMfMilaitiatiaiiiiiBaiiftititiittii.
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Alisa's Pine Fabrics 
P.o.l.s. Child Centro 
Town Square Shoes 
J-J. Record Centre 
Pink Kitten 













‘-a w!* ^ % %\
S2i34»‘-^
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“Clipper Inn ■ 





Marsh Centre of Art 






Sidney Fashion Flair 
Frederick's Shoes 
Harvey's Sporting Goods 
Sidney Music 





















; Brentwood Florist BCorden Shop
Bf»ntwoodFoodGlolOflt I I •'!
















SHOP LOCALLY FOE FESENBLY SEEVICE AMD COMPETITIVE PMiClMG
ANTIQUES AND SECOND HAND
Brentwood Bargain Barn 









Foot of Boacon — 656-2642
HARDWARE continued
7177 W 
Sidney Bargain House 









Brentwood Florist and Garden Shop 
7111 West Saanich Rd,- 652-2131 
Holloway's Sidney Florist 
2499 BeaconAvo. -656-3313















Sunshine Secretarial Services 

























7177 W, Saanich Rd. ~652-1591
Island Furniture Mart
2513 Boacon Avo. --656-3724
HOTELS. MOTELS AND INNS
Hotel Sidney
2537 BeaconAvo,-656-1131 







10134 McDonald Park Rd.-656-4033
Marsh Marine Charterboats
2447 Boacon Avo,. Dox2609 — 656-1611
Roy's All-Bay Marine Services
10134 McDonald Park Rd. - 656-7023
Skookurn Manufacturing
2072 Henry ~656 7311
AUTO BODY A PAINTING
Superior CollTslon
2104 Malnviow-650-5581
' AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND SERVICES
Andy's Auto Parts & AccoBscH-les 
2412 Bovan - 656-7281
DEPARTMENT STORES
Robinson's Stores
Boacon Plaza Mall — 656 4414
DRAPES
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
Sidney Clean-Up Service 
10229 McDonald ParKRd, -656-1920
Peninsula Custom Drapes





Royal Bank of Canada 
1183 Verdlor-652-1173 
Royal Bank of Canada 
2464 Boacon- 656-3947
BATH BOUTIQUES 





Busy Bee One-Hour Dry Cleaners 
7103 Wuiil Saanich Rd, - 652 2322 
Busy Bee One-Hour Dry Cleaners 
2349 BoaconAvo.-656-2544 
Style-Tone Cleaners 
9812 - 4 th St, - 656-2322 
Village Valet
One-Hour Drive-In Cleaners 
7A-7120 Wost Saanich Rd. - 652-1555
GIFT SHOPS
Miramar Cards and Things
2457 Boacon-;656-4310
The Thought Shop












#1-7120 Wont Saanich Rd, - 652-1222 
Pink Kitten Beauty Salon 
204-2405 Beacon Avo. -656-2233
BOOKS 
The Bookworm
7105B Wost Saanich Rd, -- 652-3422




6778 Kirkpatrick - 652-3908 
Sidney Rentals 
9773-GthSl, - 656 5541 
FABRICS AND SEWING
Alisa's Tine fabrlTs 
2405 Deacon Avo, -656-5831 
Georgette's Fabrics and Crafts 
2459 Beiicon -656-1323
GROCERY STORES 
Brentwood Food Giant 
7154 Wost Saanich Rd,- 652-1812 
Brentwood Super Mart 
Cor. Wallace Dr, ft W. Saanich Rd. 
Canada Safeway '






FARM EQUIPMENT>in»i»»iimcmi®—iMwiWiWiiiiSilxiLiiimiinStMw® ' ' ' '
Butler Bros. Equipment
2046 Kwtin»!XRd. -■ 652'44.37
7(105 C. Saanich Rd. ■ 6,52 47 12
Shop-Wise
g819-5lhSl,
Sidney Super r-ouds Downtown Sidiie 
(across Irani Holol SIdnoy)
t!ASMAM.§I<3J3I§
Brentwood Hardware ami Athletics 













7105 Wost Saanich Rd, -652-3143
The Cat's Whiskers
2405 Boacon Avo. ••"656-3342
Gal'S Pol Ladies Wear
7855 EaslSaanichRd,-652-4721
Sidney Fashion Flair





7175 W. Saanich Rd,-652-3812
Wash-Rite
31 d SI, (actojis (rom the Sidney Review)
LEATHER ft SUEDE FASHIONS




2230 Harbour Rd.-" 656 0153 
Sea Chest Sailing Shop 
9732-lstSt.-656-6621 




7005 East Saanich Rd... 652-24 1 1
Sidney Moat Market 
9786 ■2ndSt.- 656-7535
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICES
MAR Motorcycle Sales 
9752-4lhSt.-“656-3433
Brentwood Bay Pharmacy 
7181 Wost Saanich Rd, -652-1821 
Shoppers Drug Mai-t 
DoaconPlaza Mall—656-1102 
Sidney Pharmacy 
2416 Boacon Avo, — 656• 1168
PHOTOGRAPHY AND SUPPLIES
Just-Rite Photos
2401 BoaconAvo, • 656-6613
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
P, ft B, Piumbing and Bath Supplies










BliKk Bros Realty Ltd.
24)8 Boacon Avo ■-656 5584 
Gordon Hulme Ltd,
2444 BoaconAvo " 656-1164
SERVICE STATIONS
Flint Motors
Istft Sevan ~65G-1922 
Harbour Texaco
10421 Resthaven Dr,-656-5033 
Pickering Auto-Marine 





#?.08-2405 Boacon Avo, - 656-7331
SPORTING GOODS
Brentwood Bay Sporting Goods.
7105AW, Saanich Rd. - 652-5614 
Harvey's Sporting Goods 
2485 Boacon Avo, -656-4393
STORAGE
Mini Self Storage 
10201 McDonald Park Rd. - G56-5321
TELEVISION SALES AND REPAIRS .
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS












Baysliore Family Restaurant 
812Vor(.1iorAvo. - 652 3622 
Clipper Inn.
255ft Bovan Avo. •










9764 - 5thSl, “65G-5U4
TIRES
Sidney Tire
9817 RoMhnvnn Dr, -CSC 5544 
TOYS
Sidney Toyland
2436 Boacon Avo... 656-1411
Village Toy and Hobby Shoppe 
,#3-7120 W. Saanich Rd. - 652-5838 
UPHOLSTERY
Danish Upholstery
7177 W, Saanich Rd.
Langland Garden Supplies 













SAND. GRAVEL AND CEMENT
Beacon Ready-Mir 
2068 Henry -656 5555 
Uulltii Ulus. Cunciele 
Ko.*HingXRd, ■OlddoldRd. - 652-4484
652-1591
VARIETY STORES 
Sdney Neyy* andVarlety 
2440 Boacon Avo, - 656-2345
WELDING AND FABRICATING
Satellite liidustnof
#6-10114 McDonald Park 656-3222
WOOD STOVES 
Sidney FIreplare Shop 
9843 • 2ndSlreoli 
Marina Courl-656-3831
nggnmumg ■iiiilili
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for some veiy good reasons
□
□
Shop lAM'dlly at .. . KEYWARD INDUSTRIES
Five years ago Keith Edwar- 
dson came to the Peninsula and 
didn’t know a soul.
Today he owns the 20,000- 
square-foot Keyward building at
10114 McDonald Park, employs 
four full-time staff and dozens of 
steel workers throughout the year, 
and has designed and built the 
Panorama Leisure Centre, Sooke
Arena, fish hatchery buildings at 
Nitnat and a hundred other 
commercial, industrial and 
recreational buildings.
Edwardson came to the 
Peninsula from Saskatchewan 
after obtaining the local ARMCO 
dealership. These pre-engineered 
steel buildings, designed and built 
by Keyward, can span up to 200 
feet. Other recent construction by 
Edwardson includes the new 
Trident aircraft building and Glen 
Meadows Curling Rink.
It has meant a lot of hard work 
building a new business in a new 
area, but Edwardson admits, 






Shop Locally at SEA CHEST SAILING SHOP
to ,
The Sea Chest Sailing Shop, 
located at 9732 First, has one of 
the best all-round selections of 
sailing and boating gear.
Since Roger and Doris Anstey 
bought the business two and a 
half years ago they have oriented 
the ship chandlery more towards
sailing but still stock almost 
everything for power boaters too.
MacBean foul weather gear, 
floater coats and lifejackets, 
ropes, charts, spinnaker poles, 
teak fittings and mooring 
snubbers are all in vast supply 
along with a good variety of 
yachting books, cosy Scottish 
sweaters, compasses, anchors, 
crabs traps, flags and much more.
Anstey points out that his shop 
is a practical one without a lot of 
decorative boating gear (although 
he has beautiful brass lamps) and 
he and staff member Rick Cor­
mier specialize in rope splicing for 
customers.
Hours are 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. 






Shop Locally at .. . GORDON HULME LTD.
The oldest real estate and in­
surance firm on the Peninsula also 
happens to be one of the frien­
dliest.
And every person who serves 
you at Gordon Hulme, 2444 
Beacon, is an agent of the highest
calibre. But it is staff’s courteous, 
conscientious attitude that keeps 
customers coming back.
As owner Marion Hulme says, 
“We are a happy family office 
and like to think of our clients as 
friends.”
Established in 1912 by the late 
Samuel Roberts, the firm was 
originally next door where the 
barber shop now stands. Gordon 
Hulme bought it in 1950 and his 
wife Marion took over after his 
death in 1966.
Always a family concern, 
perhaps the secret of the firm’s 
success has been its local roots. 
Realtors Eric Graham, Paul Hyatt 
and Bill RatcliffbTive in the area 
and know countryside and clients 
well. Holly Linen and Verna 
Power are both graduates of the 
agents ICBC Autoplan course and 
well equipped to sell auto in­
surance and license plates.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
weekdays or by appointment.
Locally at . . .
Great function and streamlined 
convenience have made Mini Self 
Storage at 10201 McDonald Park, 
the popular success it is.
MINI SELF STORAGE
have been storing everything from 
confidential records and overflow 
stock to small boats, furniture 
and seasonal sporting equipment. 
At Mini Self Storage you find 
the best of two worlds — generous 
storage at minimal cost (rates start 
at $19 a month for five feel by five 
feet) and day-long access. Each 
unit has its own door and the 
main gates are opett seven days a 
week from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Managers Willie and El.sa 
Franklin live on the property and 
guarantee total security for 
belongings.
Company presiilcnt Bruce 
Smith e.xplains that each of the 
325 units has access to power and 
heat.
Already 85 per cent full, this 
unique facility opened its doors 
last fall and since then private 










Shop Locally at QUEEN’S PAY-LESS 
GROCERY
Queen’s Pay-Less Grocery is a 
convenience store — and that’s 
saying a lot.
open from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
seven days a week, the store 
provides customers with not only 
daylong accessibility but 
tremendous selection and good
prices too.
Customers frequently comment 
on not only the large fresh 
produce section but also on the 
beautiful plant room, wicker and 
magazine sections.
Owned by Peter Gregory and 
his mother Winifred for five years 
now, the store’s parking lot has 
been recently expanded along with 
a newly remodelled interior.
Gregory points out that he 
carries a larger selection than 
most convenience stores and 
that’s why residents shop here at 
10153 Resthaven.
Shop Locally at
Fredrick’s Shoes has been 
remodelled and renovated al 2475 
Beacon, but owner Carol Couch 
still carries shoes for the whole 
family.
Although the store no longer 
stocks men’s work bools, there is 
a bcautifid selection of ladies’ 
slides and slip-ons for summer as 
well as dressy sandlcs with a lower 
heel in white, tan and navy.
The store is still a depot for the 
Breittwood Shoe Cobbler and 
carries an excellent selection of 
laces and shoe polishes ns well as 
comfortable casuals for men.
Mrs. Couch, who lives on Piers
FREDERICK’S
SHOES
Island and commutes to work 
every day, explains that she 
usually has a sale running and 
right now girls and boys Savage 
shoes arc all priced al eight 
dollars.
Hours are 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
six days a week and Michele 
Roberts, who works part-time, is 










Shop Locally at , OWLS EYE BOOKS
,v,, -*■■■■ ■
Whether you arc looking for it relaxation, Owls Eye Books i.s the 
new redpe foi pate, an on- place to go. 
icrtaining gift for a young child, Managed by Ursula Forrester, 
gardening hints for a vegetable the store is located at 2498 Beacon
patch or Just a few minutes' and browsing through it is one of
life’s little pleasures.
There are bonks on trains, 
trucking and travel as well as 
family fitness, photography and 
everything In between. Mere is 
where you’ll find one of the best 
selections of classics on the 
Peninsula ami biographies galore 
— every big name from Bogey 
and Gallic to Oolda Mcir.
Owned since lust Fcbniary by 
(jordou Cooper (who also owns 
Gray’s Publishing) and partner 
David 1 larding, the store has a 
delightful selcclioii of children’s 
books too ^ .stalling its low ar. .35 
cents.
Hours arc 9:30 a.m. to 5;,30 
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Courts costly but needed
Two new tennis courts 
slated for the Panorama 
Leisure Centre will cost 
$48,000, North Saanich 
council was told last week.
And Aid. Dermid 
Bingham called the figure 
“a tremendous drain on the 
taxpayer. ’ ’
Bingham’s comment 
came after council was 
informed in a letter from 
Finance Minister Evan 
Wolfe that the provincial 
government will pick up 
one-third of the total cost 
of the courts — or nearly 
$16,000.
The remainder of the 
$48,000 will be split bet­
ween Sidney and North 
Saanich.
Aid. Edgar Farthing 
agreed “that’s a lot of 
money to be spent’’, but 







Monday to Friday: centre 
open, cards, library, 
billiards, horseshoes, 
morning coffee and af-- 
ternoon tea.
Thursday: open 9 a.m., 
10 a.m., carpet bowling; 
noon, lunch; 7 p.ih., crib.
Friday: open 9 a.m., 
noon, lunch; 2 p.m., jacko; 
7 p.m., evening cards.
Sat. and Sun. open 1 to 4 
p.m. for drop-ins.
Monday: open 9 a.m., 
noon, lunch; 2 p.m., jacko;
7 p.m., evening cards.
Trip tickets on sale - June 
26 - Englishmans River 
Falls. Members are 
welcome to use arts and 
crafts rooms through 




^ BROTHERS ASSOCIATE STOFIE ,J
SERVING THE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 
RANGE OF BUILDING SUPPLIES.
2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
^0 # W 70 OFF
We don'f want any fabrics left I
BRENTWOOD BAY
7167 West Saanich Rd. 652-3612
Come Visit 
us in
Couple of big ones that didn V get away are 
shown by Fred Otke [left], 8726 Bourne 
Terrace, and Norman Lunde, 10057 3rd St. 
Lunde holds larger of two Chinook salmon — 
a 30-pounder, while Otke holds 18-pounder. 
Fish were caught Thursday at Indian Bay off 
Brentwood.
\Fairgrounds
Wahhling log 3ii« |i"i to relocate ?
THIS WEEK’S 
SPECIAL
BAKED FRENCH ONION SOUP 
OR FRESH SPINACH 
SALAD MIMOSA 






Now appearing in fho 




(Formerl-/ of the Boyshore Inn 
and Colgory Inn) 




11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 





“Stay with us —







2476 Mt. NawtonX Rood 652-1146
On Patricio Bay Highway, 5 Miles from Ferry 
AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTER CHARGE, CHARGEX
Saanichton fairgrounds on East Saanich Road— for 
more than 100 years the scene of the annual agricultural 
fair and other local activities — may be relocated. That 
decision could be taken by the North and South Saanich 
Agricultural Society which meets tonight.
On the agenda is membership discussion of the 
following proposal — relocate the fairgrounds; remain 
in existing location and acquire land for parking or 
remain in existing location and maximize use of 
grounds.
Society president Sylvia Hutt refused Monday to 
comment on a story in Saturday’s Colonist which 
suggested the society may be considering a property 
trade with Concord Development Corp. Ltd., of 
Victoria.
Concord owns an 80-acre property, Cumberland 
Farms, on Stelly’s Crossroad, formerly known as 
Logana Farms. There is an application before the B.C. 
Agricultural Land Commission to divide up Cum­
berland Farms into three parcels of some 25 acres each.
It’s rumoured the real estate transaction would allow 
new fairground buildings to be built on a parcel of the 
Cumberland property while Concord would look 
toward developing the fairground property, currently 
zoned institutional. *





Most people getting unem­
ployment insurance play by the 
rules. But some people don’t seem 
to know that they can’t take a job 
and collect benefits without telling 
us they’re working. That’s why 
employers are being asked to send 
us the starting date and Social 
Insurance Number or extracts 
from computer payroll tapes for 
each employee they hire or reliire. 
This information is cross­
checked with the Social Insurance 
Numbers of people receiving 
unemployment insurance ber-efits. 
Only cases of potential abuse 
will ever surface. After inves­
tigation, anyone found receiving 
benefits to which they are not 
entitled will have to repay them.
It may be an honest mistake. 
Some people forget or don’t 
understand they must tell Unem­
ployment Insurance and report 
their total earnings when they start
Social Insuratux Numbers of newly-hired 
employees are now being cross-checked with those 
of people receiving unemployment insurance 
benefits. Only cases of potential abuse will 
ever surface.
a new job. In that case, repayment 
is all that’s required. But, a 
penalty or prosecution may follow 
when the new system deteas 
people wrongly collecting benefits.
If you are collecting unem­
ployment insurance benefits, and 
start a new job, please say so on 
your UI claimant report card.


















effective June 11 - 15,1980
BRENTWOOD
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
U.S. NO. 1 RIPE
Tomatoes
TRAY PACK 











BUTT PORTION ... lb.
WIENERS
MAPLE LEAF «k#k4. 
BULK
BAR B.Q. . . . . . . lb.
PREVIOUSLY FROZEN BACK RIB TAIL
PORK SPARE RIBS
SUPPLY LIMITED ................... ............per lb.
BEEF SAUSAGE
OLYMPIC BRAND $1 19
per lb...................... .. JL
fill'-fli''|h
'■>*1'’u'-u’ i'S' ''1








BONELESS .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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SHOULDER .... ........ .. ...... \b.
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The Waddling Dog Inn
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Young students at Brentwood elementary school give delightful performance in Alice in 
Wonderland.
A Sidney corner’s jury ruled last week that the death 
of a 20-year-old West Saanich Road native Indian was 
accidental.
After an hour’s deliberation, the jury concluded 
William “Billy” John Jones died by asphyxiation due to 
drowning March 27 in Duck Farm Creek off Canora 
Road.
It also ruled that Jones was intoxicated at the time of 
death from a drug, Elavil, which had been taken earlier 
at a party.
In its recommendation to the coroner, the jury called 
for a review of the practice by physicians of supplying 
prescriptions over the telephone without first examining 
the patient.
The recommendation followed lengthy testimony by 
Pamela Jean Brown, 22, who described herself as the 
dead man’s girlfriend.
Testifying under the Canada and B.C. evidence acts 
to protect herself from self-incrimination, Brown told 
the inquest of her lengthy involvement with drugs that 
began more than 10 years earlier.
Brown said she got her drugs by telephoning a doctor 
and telling him she was having trouble sleeping at 
night. The doctor prescribed Valium and Elavil, telling 
Brown to take one pill of each kind every night.
She picked the pills up at a local pharmacy the af­
ternoon before Jones died.
Despite continued questioning by Chris Considine, 
lawyer for the dead man’s family, Brown balked at 
revealing the name of the doctor who gave the 
prescription the day Jones died.
But when Coroner John Davidge told her to answer 
she identified him as “Dr. Groves” of Sidney.
Some time later she again refused to answer when 
Considine pressed for names of other doctors whom 
Brown claimed also prescribed drugs by phone. ■
Initially Davidge sided with Considine against Crown 
attorney Richard Law that Brown should answer
the easy availability of prescription drugs.
“If that drug had not been available to her, Billy 
Jones would probably be here today,” he said.
But Davidge suggested the point had been made after 
Brown flatly refused to name any more doctors.
Brown’s recollection of the party at her home earlier 
the night J ones died was blurred from her drug taking at 
that time. She said she drove Jones to her home where 
she wanted him to install a tape deck in her car.
She opened two bottles of beer and later in the 
evening phoned to invite laii Ramage and Brian Offer to 
the parly.
They came with a bottle of vodka, but Brown, 
Ramage and Offer all testified they drank the liquor and 
no one actually saw Jones drinking it. As well, no one 
was sure if Jones even had any beer.
She said she and Jones had smoked some marijuana 
before Ramage and Offer arrived.
Brown said she didn’t see Jones take any pills that 
night, and added the only pills .she had ever seen him 
take were two Valium capsules he bought in the Sidney 
Hotel pub.
But she said she had one beer and three kinds of pills 
— Valium, Elavil and Fiorinal, an analgesic and 
sedative — on the night Jones died.
“1 was kind of eating them like candy,” she said.
By the time her father yelled from upstairs to send her
friends home, she said Jones was intoxicated.
The last she saw of Jones was the other two helping 
him out the door, she said.
Her first realization that something was wrong came 
two days later, on March 29, when Jones’ mother, Mrs. 
Pauline Olund, phoned to ask for her son.
Olund told Brown an Indian boy has been found on 
the airport field.
Brown said sometime after police questioned her 
about the party, she consumed all the pills she could 
find and was
Members of newly formed Kiwanis Key Club of Parklands school, with advisors Dennis
Varga and G.D. Giles on the occasion of their charter night June 5. Members: Cathy 
Beddoes, Nadine Fraser, Danny Horth, Karolyn Jones, Christine Kipot, Jennifer Lindsay, 
Dave Lowen, Shirley Mott, Sherril Murray, Ian Myerscough, Susan Snow, Danny Varga, 
Sharron Parker, Danny Worrall, Vicky Rempel, Cathy Condy, and Jamie Vincent.
Drizzle and overcast skies dldnU s,.......... -----------.................„ . „
fvt TmrlUp Sidney Cnhs. Two^dny enmpout for hoys aged 8 • It included competitions, 
campfire singsong and obstacle race.s. Cub leaders were Ray Dean, Joe Harrison and 
Carson liatnher. Some fathers went along as well service scouts who make the trip each |
; year to help out, , ■ . |
IT
2323 BEACON AVENUE,' 
BEACON PIAZA, SIDNEY U656-S1t5
I
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Tennis for Everyone! I
Registration continues
Tennis programmes for all ages 
Starting June 23 
at the Centennial Park Court 
Only $ 13. for six lessons 





Sidney Bantam Girls 
softball squad will be 
playing host this weekend 
to three teams from the
Colwood and District 
League in a four-team, 
double knockout tour­
nament.
Sidney, represented by 
Harvey’s Bicycles Big
Wheels, will be competing 
for the Gordon Hume 
Bantam Challenge Cup.
All games will be played 
on the senior men’s 
diamond starting at 9 a.m. 
Saturday. Other games go 
at 11 a.m., 3 p.m., with the 
final set for either 5 p.m. or 
7 p.m. depending on the 
number of losses.
Bumper W ^^30,000 
swres carry ,\ems Jor





SAVE $21.00 ON 
THIS SOCKET SET
GRAY 3/8'' drive, 11 piece 
single hex socket set in chrome 
vanadium steel, complete with 
own steel box. SHI 10X.
REGULAR PRICE 45.65 
NOW ONLY
The Admiral Martin 
Navy League Cadet Corps 
completed its annual in­
spection Sunday under the 
critical eye of Rear Admiral 
Martin, himself.
That is the second year of 
the corp’s existance, and 
the second consecutive year
that the Admiral, who is 
currently Commander 
Maritime Forces Pacific, 
and Commander Pacific 
Region, has inspected his 
namesake unit.
The local corps borrowed 
the services of the Admiral 








and the Admiral Rainer 
Navy League Band, to 
enhance their performance.
Leading Cadet B. Allen 
was presented with the 
Admiral Martin Trophy for 
best cadet, while the 
Commanding Officer’s 
Trophy, for dress and 
deportment was awarded to 
Chief Petty Officer, C. 
Canavan.
The Capt. Smith Awards 
for best new entry cadets, 
male and female, were 
awarded to Ordinary Cadet 
S. Buckroyd and Ordinary 
Cadet M. Dougherty. The 
attendance shield was won 
by R.P.O.K. Lench and 
Cock-of-the-Walk Trophy 
for the best division, was 
presented to Cayuga 
Division.
This year’s inspection 
conducted by Admial 
Martin will be his. last as an 
active Canadian ; Forces 
member since he intends to 
retire shortly. It is expected, 
however, that he will 
continue to handle the 
annual inspections of the 
corps.
BEACH TOOL BOX






Nn ‘)0 I I 
.Niil . 
I'lK.IIIH)
5 gallon gas can in lightweight, crush 
prool plastic, U.L. & C.S.A. approved, 
J105L.
Now on sale at 
Iho super low 
ptico ol
“Big Book of Auto Repair” 
“Basic Book of Auto Repair”|
A must lot all your 'do ll yoursoll cai projects',
"Dig DooK ol "Dasic Dook ol
Auto llepair" 5023-6 Auto Repair" 6011
SAVE $3.00 SAVE $1.00







Many Brand Name Lawnmowers
9773 - 5th Street 656-5541
On Vancouver 
Island there is a 






SkllU'V, 11,t. N .-'I It 1
By TOM CRONK
It is unfortunate that administrators of Sidney Little 
League are being handcuffed in their efforts to provide 
exposure for their organization.
And it’s all due to a regulation created by the parent 
organization which prohibits individual attention being 
paid to any of the youngsters involved in the league.
Even more unfortunate is the fact that abiding by the 
parent Little League Organization’s regulation, per­
petrates a double-standard — and one of that 
organization’s own making.
As a sports-writer, I have been informed that articles 
which praise players as outstanding or as having per­
formed in a certain fashion, are contrary to the ob­
jectives of the parent organization.
Yet, when playoff time appears and the so-called 
“all-star” teams are chosen, the regulation seems to be 
waived. Not only are comprehensive newspaper reports 
provided on a daily basis, but television even gets into 
■the act.'■ ■. , ■
More-so, when each season’s final battles are 
hammered out on the diamond in Williamsport, 
Pensylvania, television coverage reaches international 
proportions.
Strange how an organization which professes to have 
the welfare of youngsters as one of it’s prime objectives, 
delivers the unkindness cut of all. It refuses to allow a 
youngster any praise unless he or she is a ‘super-star’.
But, that is the rule, and until someone or something 
happens to change the situation, the game-winning 
single by a Sidney youngster will not be reported (unless 





WOOD OR COAL BURNING
AAARINE STOVES I
Liz Ter Mors and Darryl 
Ashby combined their 
coaching talents to lead the 
local Sidney Pentecostal 
Clnirch softball team to the 
Lower Vancouver Island 
chainpion.ship in a recent 
tournament
Colwood competed against 
the local squad which 
remained undefeated 
throughout the entire 
tournament. Manager Glen 
McMillan hopes there will 





Ou.Tlity rimiiimilnttuiod nnginnt. loi 19Ci?M976 Chevrolot.s,
3JiO nnginn witn heads. Cfti 1*1,
Brentwood's Ralph 
Lockhart fired a hole-in- 
one June 6 at Glen 
Meadows Golf Course. The 
feat was the second at the
course in less than two 
weeks.
Lockhart, 8-937 Mar- 







1(1^1 BUMPER TO BUMPERI
Ailv(ii1ir.if(l iHiiTK, ilia iiviiMla whiln quaiiliiir^t linl fraa r«ir> errteks H |)i(K)iJi:l MO uul tucKil Vrliairi salt) iiirjiilinriv »w Imnlfia 
Vim «iid MaUti thiiga waiciiiri* ai ni(ii.l MatSmt ihoo i>uivii,ii olti)ii«(l «i rioihn iticaiiDiiL
Bumper to Bumper Location:










Made of extra heavy and 
durable castings, the 
Lunenburg .Fisherman is 
essentially a marine stove 
but also popular as a camp 
cooker. Has large fire box 
and shaker grate with 
heavy cast iron linings and 
good sized oven.
The heavy oven door will 
hold fast against any 






















Ui. A $129i.n. X
.. .. Mon.'THur. fl-S p.mi. rrl. n-6 p.m. 
iis« ■ ^.____ CtQ»ed Sat.ASuri.
island View Freezer Ltd.
700!i; iAgt Saiinlch Il4j. >52*2411
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Club
offers fun
Major scholarship for Elizabeth
A Sidney university 
student has been named one 
of five B.C. winners of a
siimiiier major national scholarship for her studies in housing 
and planning.
program Elizabeth Watts, 10966 
Boas, a master’s graduate
of Utah State University in 
landscape architecture, was 
awarded $5,400 in
scholarship money.
The awards are for
Canadian students studying 
towards master’s and



















Scholarships include the 
cash stipend plus university 
fees, travel allowance, and 
dependent support.
Of the four other B.C. 
winners, one was from 
Vicioria and three from 
Vancouver.
A summer program of 
adventure, fun and 
friendship is open to 
youngsters aged 8 - 13 years 
in two four-week sessions 
offered by the Boys’ and 
Girls’ Clubs of Greater 
Victoria.
IBUILD IT RIGHT WITHI
Each program involves 
children in learning skills 
such as backpacking, 
horseback riding, fishing, 
canoeing, sailing and ar­
chery, which will be taught 
in group settings and then 




Prices eilective till 













Church. The two sessions 
run from June 30 - July 25 
or July 28 - Aug. 22. Cost is 
$40 for the four-week 




400 sq •• lolls
'liitini ihe shot is Deanna Nieforth at North Saanich sports day. Ron Norman Photo
Non!) Saanich council's 
auvisoiV planning com- 
nnsiaon nas finalized: its. 
:rc(..,;.iUii;eiidations ^ to, 
couniii Oil the proposed
Cove area.
At a May 29 meeting with 
more than 20 residents from 
Deep Cove present, the 
commission set out foot-
lou'(paiu;> tor.
the following priority;
1. Along West Saanich 
Road — on; the east side ^ 
from Tatlow south to Deep 
Cove school, and on the 
the Deep paths it wished developed in west side of West Saanich ;
Road from Clayton south 
to Birch, \vith a clearly 
marked crosswalk at the 








I oak ley was 
ihe outstanding 
male athlete and 
ivirivoi the out- 
senior female 
.11 the 1980
V, la; ; mont secondary 
.cimo! athletic awards 
ccrciiiuuy last weekend.
fwo odici senior boys, 
,i..unes t. 'mistensen and Dan 
i tumn .. s were lecipients of 
m Iu.hV! iiiiiietic achievement 
,,vv.while Jenny
1:
US the only sctiiot 
i jMs sneh an award.
I Ur viwuids are in honour 
■ .s tin have pifiyed
in at least two sports at a 
high level of competition.
Outstanding junior 
athlete awards went to 
Ralph Mohrmanri for the 
boys, and Donna Carey for 
thcgirli
Winners of the boys’ 
junior athletic aehievemetn 
awards were; Ted Smith, 
John Stilsbury, Chris Cosh, 







2. The south side of 
Birch from Chalet to West 
Saanich Road. This will 
link with the undeveloped 
road allowances from 
Clayton to Chalet and the 
central portion of 
Meldrarn. The.sc wilt in turn 
be developed in order to 
route walkers away from 
Birch Road hill where it 








3. On Downey from 
Madronna Drive to 
Derrick, then along 
Derrick, and east on Wain 
Road. A pathway will then 
be built across Wain Park 
to connect with the foot­
path on Birch..
4. A pathway on Wain to 
connect with the pathway 
across Wain Park.
fhe commission also
recommended to council 
the following recreational 
pathways in Deep Cove be 
cons i de r e d f o f ^ con­
st r u c t i o n, b u t ; : w i t h d u t 
,;priority. i.:',
“The unopened portion 
-of the Kalitan Road 
allowance south from Birch
■ '..to Wain;'".;''
. •Norris, east through the 
unopened portion of the 
road allowance to Derrick.
•Derrick, soulh to 
Towner Road along the 
unopened road allowance.
• Derrick southeast to 
Towner Park Road where it 
skirts the Towner Park 
Country Club along the 
unopened road allowance.
In addition, members of 
the Deep Cove and Eastern 
Di.strict Property Owners’ 
Association at the meeting 
volunteered labor on the 
footpaths, particularly in 
the link paths where hog 
fuel'would bp appropriate.
Finally, the commission 
recommended a footpath be 
provided on the unopened 
road allowance of Cresswell 
north to McTavish, linking 
with the foot path platmed 
on McTavish.
Fees cover all expenses, 
says leader Steve Whittam. 
Registration is at Brent­
wood Community Hall, 1 
to 5 p.m. Wednesday 
(today) or 4-6 p.m. 
Thursday and Friday.
Shortly after registration 
children will be divided into 
groups, with each one 
supervised by two qualified 
leaders and several trained 
volunteers. The group will 
remain the same 
throughout the four-week 
period to allow children to 
develop a close relationship 
with the staff, volunteers 
and other children.
Anyone aged 15 yeais 
who is interested in 
volunteering for the 
Discovery ‘80 program can 




Sell sealing 2Ul ih lsl 
quality, appiovimately 3? 3 
sq It pet bundle
$@95
ROLL ROOFING
5U lb toll roofing, apptox 
108-sq It coverage
$Q95J Roll
90 It) f')il loof'og, appro* 




Truly a decorators delight is to have Real Wood 
Panelling in their Home. The aroma and texture of 
Real Wood Panelling will enhance the beauty and 
value of your home for years to come.
BARGAIN PANELLING CEDAR LATHE
Windsor has a panel for 
every room. Our super 
"make it easy” panel is just 
one of the many bargains 







• super tough ‘resilient
• waterproof ‘elastic • iight 
weight •longlasting‘easily 
applied & maintained.
1 Gallon covers 32 sq. ft. in
2 applications.
272 Gal ^95




5/16"X4” Tongue & 
Groove
Knotty Pine 8'package 1688 pkg-
95
5/16"X 4" Tongue &
Groove Select Tight 
Knot Cedar 4'package
(Available at Saanich and Victoria stores only.
$ 14 pkg.
EXTERIOR SIDING
Building a shed for storing 
your garden tools or kids' 
bikes?... Look at this 
special on 4'x8' sheets of 
exterior siding. Rough 
sawn texture, grooved to, 




8" Grooving... $13.28 sht. 
4'x8’x5 /8” Exterior 
Cedar Sidirig





Excellent value, slap on the savings 
on Tops LATEX STAIN. Your choice 




3/8 D/;.,. . 5 
VzDhiih:. ;v.:.;9:49
;5/8 D.. ; .10.95: 
% D A . A/ . . 13.95
D SANDED PLY.
Summer-time makes it easy.
Ideal lor that patch up vvbtk aiound Utn ; 
home. Or "firminq-up" your funce posls 
■‘Just add waler." , i:
Sk.
'A Spruce . : 
3/8 Spruce. 







The contractors style wheelbarrow lor Ihe do-it-vour- 
seller.. FeatutHS a seamless sleet wav appron 34 3/4" 
•long ,x 27‘F widft^ Hardwood handlesMirtished in ctub i 
able clear varnish.' All steel type leg - ^ ^
assembly. Semi-pneurnallc rubber J ^ F 




DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
mV
f/Prices Effective:
JUNE n, 12, 13 & 14
Horne of SUPER sayinigs !
In Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel





FRIiSH (JR. ‘U’ WHOUK 75'









ciyiiFiowiis 59 i-:a .
AfiisSi
KUROI'A lUJr.UMAN




FI.KK IIKKS II0I.IH:NA. 
CMiCKKN I.OAI: iric.











FRKSH SMAIJxSIZE ' '



















-................... .. ......................................... „ -............ ..........................
Cloonyour Monday to Thursday Cloonyoiir
carpols $2 Discount Special! upholstery
Sti;t,imex has been pioven to do a superior cleaning job over carpet cleaning machines of 
our tnaior conipetttors. Our 6 jets got the dirt other machines can't reach, Clean your 
(.uipets and upholstery the easy, money-saving Steamex way. Hourly. Daily, Weekend 
(<atns And I'ts as Easy as Vacuuming Your Rug,
lUJTTKRClJI*
BREAD 24 0/.
'59 HII.TSIIROS, 'COFFEE u.n.TiN
DEUNOR 120/

















SUN SQUEE/E 12 O/.
ORANGE JUICE





PACKED IN WAtlR ^ I 59
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Real Estate 
For Sale





Vi acre easy-to-build lot 
near Deep Cove Marina. 




V* acre treed land on South 










2354 Beacon Ave. 
656-4000 656-0131
SIDNEY
Real Estate Real Estate Help Wanted
1 HeJp Wanted MSsceBlarieoys [ 
1 For Saie | j Boats and MarBne
1 Home Services Bysiness







. .................... I......l■l■■.r.nl^l■.llml.llll.■l■-ll) .
MARINA
PARK
Attractive 1 bedroom unit 
in local Sidney complex. 
Covered balcony. Elevator, 
stove and fridge included. 
$31,900.
QUIET
.33 acre lot in quiet area of 
North Saanich. Some 




Vi acre treed lot on Gurteis 
Point. Water available. 
$40,000. ;
" BETTY; DUTEMPLE ^ ^ 
656-5511
■' Inssni^tle Agents . 
■AUTOPLAN






9584 Christine Place 
Like new condition. This 3 
bedroom home, with a full, 
undeveloped basement, is 
located on a cul-de-sac 
property that is fenced, 
containing nice lawn, rose 
bushes, excellent vegetable 
garden, and a good variety 
of fruit trees. Exclusive 
listing at $64,900.00. Yes, 








Panoramic Ocean Views 
Landsend - Sunny ex­
posure.
Super property 1.07 treed 
acres with 2 bedroom 
ranch-style home. Living 
room with F.P. Den with 
F.P. Plus cozy self- 
contained a bedroom 
cottage. Boat house. “A 
peaceful haven”.
■:v; .. i ■.“SIDNEY”;:.
1 Bedroom ‘Go-Op” Large 
Living Rm. & Bedroom 
658-8130. with Sliding Glass Doors to
SIDNEY 
New 3 Bedroom 
1300 Sq.Ft.
On one level. Carport, 
thermo windows, 
fireplace with heatilator. 








To buy or sell 
Territories available 
Mrs. J. Guenther, 
384-7345
0611-tf
BRENTWOOD. 1,368 sq. ft., 3 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, separate 
dining room, large kitchen ond living 
room. Double drive and carport. 
20x20 sundeck, situated on large lot 
within wolking distance from shops, 
schools and bus. No agents, please. 
652-4916.0690-25 
APARTMENT FOR SALE. Seafront, 
large 2 bedroom in sheltered cove. 
Available immediotely. Apply Box 
600. Saanichton P.O., B.C.
LOCATED IN SIDNEyT this beautiful
residence is situoted on a fully 
landscaped extra large lot. 3 
bedrooms. living room with 
fireplace, dining room, targe kitchen 
ond 1 Vi bathrooms on main. In 
basement den and large rumpus 
room, fully carpeted, built In bar. 
bathroom with built in shower and 
laundry room. Carport and garage, 
storage shed and 3 bay drivewoy. 
$96,000. $50,0^ 1st mortgoge
ovailable at 11'/7%. 656-3147. 2182 
Amelia. 0667-24
GABRIOLA ISLAND (Hourly ferry from 
Nanaimo], Taylor Bay Lodge. 8 treed 
acres with 550 feet of beach, licenced 
bar and dining room. ; Beautiful 
location. $320,000. Call collect Neil 
Work, 112-247-9622. Gabriola Realty 
Ltd. NA-24
30 ACRES OF FARMLAND with or- 
chord, 30'x50’ born and modern 3- 
bedroom, full basement home. 
Located on promontory with view of 
the Volley in area zoned for 3-acre 


















We want you if you have:
-A dynamic personality 
-Excellent contacts 
-Self Motivation 
-Your own Transportation 
-Enjoy Travelling 
-Want supplemental income 
& travel opportunities 
-Travel industry experience 
would be an asset but is not 
essential.
Opportunities to earn an 
above average income are 
limited only by your 
willingness to work.
If you feel you’re the one 
we’re looking for, please 
send a full resume to Box J, 
The Sidney Review, Box 






Clerk III (Clerk- 
Stenographer) - Royal Gak 
Middle School.
Applications are invited 
from suitably qualified 
persons for the position of 
Clerk-Stenographer in a 
Middle School on the 
Saanich Peninsula, 7 hours 
per day, 11 months per 
year. Minimum
requirements are: typing 60 
wpm, shorthand 80 wpm 
and bookkeeping training. 
Salary range 1980: $1,018 
to $1,117 per month. 
Application forms are 
available from the School 
Board Office, 9751 Third 
Street, Sidney, B.C., 
telephone 656-1 11 1. 
Closing date is 12 o’clock 





All kinds of home FIX-IT 
jobs. Repair small ap­
pliances, electric cords, etc. 













Call to view, ML
Living
PAT BAY STORE 
Grocery store and fast food 
outlet, overlooking Pat 
l^ay. Price includes stock, 
equipment and the 
property. 50x127 lot zoned 
C-1. Vender is most anxious 
to sell. ML: Asking price is 
$67,000.
ARDMORE LOT 
1.0 acre on Jura Rd. Good 
holding property as the 
road has not yet been 
developed. Well treed. 
MLS. $30,000.
$51,900
Comfortable 2 bedroom 
bungalow only 1 block 
from the beach. Garage 
plus workshop. Drive by 
2477 Orchard then call. 55 x 
101 lot, Vacant.
CliUTEISPT. 
Superior 2 bedroom no step 
home on Vi acre only 5 
years old and in top shape 
throughout. Separate 
workshop or garage with 
office, big deck with 
swimming pooi plus a 
delightful couriynrd. 
Realistically priced at 
$135,000. MLS.
RCTIREMENT HOME 
Built ln 1972 specifically for 
retirement this 2 bedroom 
bungalow has most features 
you could want. \Vi boihs, 
no .step design, garage, 
fabulous location, easy to 






Lovely 2 bedroom, 
rm has F.P. Dining room 
Spacious sun room perfect 
for plants. Basmt is 
complete with 2 bedrooms 
and bathroom, large family 
room. W to W throughout. 
Could be perfect in'law 
with own entrance. Walk 1 





Knowles Realty Ltd. 
384-8101
FURNISHED 1 bedroom basement 
suite. Suitable single person or 
working couple. Non-smoker 
preferable. Available July 1, near 
Rec, centre. $250. 656-2613. 0674-24 
^WATERFRONT HOUSE for rent in 
Sidney. Available August 1st. Phono 
656-5470. -■ 0647-24
OFFICE SPACE ayaifable October, 
1980. 603 sq. ft., Sidney Medical Arts 
- Building. $225 per month. Contact Dr. 
Wilitorns, 656-7266. 0^8-tf
OFFICE SPACE and warehouse for 
rent. Phone 652-2511 or evenings 
656-3637. 0644-25
PRIME SPACE ovailable in Sidney's 
Beacon Plaza. Suitable for 
Accountont, Insurance Agent, Travel 
Agent or Real Estote. Available 
immediately. For further information 
call Doug Scott, 477-3455 (Res.) or 













4 bedroom two storey full 





rent or lease for July 
2,000 - 3,000 sq. ft., 
amp. electrical service. 






UROINTr Younji marrlad couple. 3 
imoll children reloculinfl from 
Alberto need houie or apartment, 
Sidney or «utrountlino area, Phone 
colled; «;l-3rl3.<0n3 anytime. 0A9:|. 
U ■  
WANfiEDlrO RINTlTona' termTeoi®
poulbly, Duple*, or 3-3 bedroom 
houio. Soonlchlon, Cenirol Soonlch 
or Sidney orooi. M3-93f|7. 0b65'34
Victoria
General Hospital 
Owned and operated 








is to endeavour to enhance 
channels of com­
munication for patients and 
their relatives within the 
Hospital.
Candidates for 
this volunteer position 
should have a number of 
years of community service 
demonstrating a concern 
for individual rights. Post 
Secondary education in a 
related field would also^be 
an asset.
Complete resumes in­
dicating educational and 
employment history and 
community contributions, 
and listing at least three 








VICTORIA, n.C. V8V 
3B6
Closing date for ap­
plication,s is JUNE 20, 
1980,
MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT 
availobie for relief work. Daily, 
weekly, or by Ihe month. 23 years 
experience. P.O^ Box 286, Brentwood 
Boy, B.C. 652-1734; 0695-28
MOTHER OF ONE would be pleased 
to look offer your child in my home, 
Sidney oreo. 652-5765. 0692-24
BABYSITTING SERVICES for July and 
August. Responsible daytime care for 
young children. 656-2314, weekdays 
after 4:00 p.m, c 0645-24
DEPENDABLE, herd worker looking 
for gardening, lawn mowing and/or 
housecleaning jobs. Sidney and 
Saanichton area. Call 652-9658 after6 
p.m. ; ; 0635-24
RELIABLE CHRISTIAN babysitter. 15 
years old carl work after school and 
weekends. Non smoker, non drinker. 
652^9575, 0649-24
Country Rose. Toys, older electric 
stove, miscellonoous. 656-5256. 0691-
24 ____________
120 USED BRICKS. 30c each. 656-4489.
 0641-24
BEAUTIFUL, BRAND NAME all-wear, 
all sizes clothes for sale. 1921 Barrett 
Drive. Sidney. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. or call 
656-0035.0636-24 
OLDS Trumpet; Suzuki violin. V* size; 
equalizer hitch; sidemlrrors; 
tachometer; skating or>d hockey 
equipment; gerbil cogo; portable 
typewriter, and miscellaneous. 656- 
SB46.0670-24 ' 
BEAUTIFUL, excellent quality carpet, 
tone on tone rust and gold. 12cx14 
plus 2' for closet. Like new. $200.00. 
6S2-3157.0657-24 
MODERN HITACHI Stereo Set. 
Complete with Juliette Record player 
two speakers and etand. $100 or 
nearest offer. 652-4875. 0652-24
FRANKLIN STOVe” $60 Vaglyo
heatilator firoptoce bock, $75. ^6- 
2427. 0668-24
BABY BACK PACK, $10: Queen size 
bed spreod, $15. 656-6349. 0685-24
10 X 12 TWO TONE green shag carpet 
with underlay, excellent condition, 
$200; mahogany framed hall mirror, 
33’'x49, $60; bathroom space saver, 1 
cabinet. 2 shelves, $25; golf clubs. 3 
irons with wooden shafts, driver, 
new putter, bag with bolls and toes, 
$45; small childs 2-wheet tricycle with 
froining wheels, 15" high, $20; small 
girls Bouer skates, size 6. excellent 
condition. $15; 5 bags mortar mix, 
$2.50 each; huge Boston fern, $12. 
656-2110. 0687-24
ELECTRIC HEATER; electric fan; 
loveseot; garden tools; bum barrel; 
other miscellaneous items: utility 
trailer. 656-6778. 0675-24
COMPUWR1TER JR., excell, condition, 
all gears plus 3 film strips. Will accept 
reasonoble offer. Available im­
mediately. Merritt Herald, Box 9, 
Merritt, B.C. Phone 378-4241 ■ NA-25 
BURROUGHS L8000 COMPUTER: 
Burroughs PC2n7 96CC Reader; 
Burroughs A9162 Automatic 
magnetic card reader; Cord sort file; 
Miscellaneous accessories. $5,000. 
o.b.o. To vlow contoct Jon MacPhall, 
Downie Street Sawmills Ltd., Phone 
837-5175. NA-24
NATURAL HIGH POTENCY VITAMINS. 
Complete selection. Lowest prices in 
Canada. Prompt mail service. Free 
catalo^e write Vitamin Discounts. 
312 East Esplonade, Dept. 2B, North 
Vancouver, B.C. V7L 1A4. NA-24
FIBREGIAK PANELS. Attractive
heavy guoge for Fencing, Carports, 
Patios, Plant" rooms. Barns, Storage 
Buildings. Large; selection. Prices 
start 24c — 84c sq. ft. NUFA3, 530- 
6201, 22470 Froser Hwy., Langley,. 
B.C. NA-24
REEFER UNIT, Thermo King. GaV 
powered. Low hours. Medium 
temperature range. Ideal for produce 
hauling. Asking $3,800. Open to 
offers. Phone«after 9 p.m. 112-679- 
3054, Chase. B.C. NA.24
ENDURANCE 35, custom built 1976. 
Aft cabin, centre cockpit, modified 
cutter rig, large Inventory. Excellent 
condition. 656-2386.0577-24 
76 GLASSPLY BOAT, 21'/, ft. .sedan 
style. 165 Morcruiser, stern canvas. 





MOVING TO VANCOUVER. Our junk 
may bo your treasure. Juno 14 and 
15, Saturday and Sundoy, 10 o.m. to 4 
p.m. Antiques, tiles, stereo equip­
ment and lots of household items.
9130 Ardmore Drive.0655-24 
GARAGE SALE: Saturday, June 14th, 
10 o.m. to 4 p.m. Fireptoce screen, 
youth bike, antique drafting desk ond 
mlscoHoneous. 9870 Resthaven Dr.' 
0653-24
FIVE FAMILY GARAGE SALE. 
Comping, skiing, car parts, beds, 
major minor appliances, Soturday, 
June 14 ond Sunday. Juno 15. 11 - 4 
p.m. 7249 Conoro.664-24 
GARAGE SALE:2384 Orchard Avenue 
Sidney. June 14th. 10-4 p.m. Vertlcol 
ham antenna, clothing, shoes, books, 
jewellry, chino, quilts. 0673-24
GIANT cul-de-soc sole. Rain or shine. 
Antiques, furniture, cor ports. . 
outboard motor and much more. 
Booth Ploce off ArdwoH June 15th, 10 
olm. 0676-24
JUST ME
,Owner Wilf Dorman gives 






Tlfe Fargc.st'one stop 
Equipment Rental Yard on 
the Saanich Peninsula. 
Authorized dealer lor 
•TORO, LAWNBOY aud 
SNAPPER. 
iWc repair all makes.
ReelMbwer Specialists.
TRA VEILING 
IN THE U.S. OR 
OVERSEAS
Don’t go BEFORE you see 
us for MEDICAL & 
HOSPITAL INSURANCE 
COVERAGE. It costs so 
little and it’s so important. 









GUITAR LESSONS available locally at 
the English Music Studio. Folk, rock, 





Some dealerships still available 
with Canada’s leading 
manufacturer.
Canodion Hot Tubs 





CHICKS • brown egg layers, white
teghforns, white rocks, order eorlv 
ship onywhore. Napier Chick Sales, 
6743 - 216th St.. Box 59, Milner, B.C. 
VOX ITO. 534-7222. tf
pIjrebred Mistered English
SPRINGER SPANIELS. Liver and white. 
Sire and dam imported from U.K. 
Excellent bird dogs and pets. Many 
field trial champions In pedigree. 
Phone 593-4387. na-28
TO THE GIRL on the bicycle who lost 
$4 at Beacon and Fifth, phone 656- 
3146. nc
LOST MAY 39TH vicinity Beacon Ave. 
Lady's 14k gold diamond ring. $100- 
reward. Phono 656-3407. 0663-24
GOVERNMENT VEHICLE AUCTION -
Saturday. June 21st, 1 p.m. B.C. 
Forestry Compound, 3900 22nd Ave., 
Prince George. B.C. Contact Joe 
Work Auctions, Quesnel. Phone 747- 
1894,992-2633. NA-245
pVthIAN SISTERS TEA, June 14, 2:30 -
3:30 p.m. Knights of Pythias Hall, 
9760 Fourth St. Sidney. Bake table, 
tombola, penny social, hamper and 
painting. Teo 75c. 24
ArsfioMficeinents
RECORD-A-CALL. Telephone an­
swering systems for rent, lease or 
purchase. See J.J. Records Centre in 
Town Square Moll. SIdnoy. 656-7522. 
0599-28
RUBBAOE. GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basement and. clean-up jobs. Phone 
652-4035. ; 37.tf
MOST PHASES of gardening oi'.d' 
londscoping • olso gorden design 
Coll Charles Vautrin, 656-1595 after 5 
p. m. ■ , .r 10-tl
GARDEN SERVICE; Pruning. Bruno- 
Von Schuckmonn, 656-1990. 30-U
Cars, Trucks 
&Vains
CAR COLLECTOR ITEM. 1964 Chov 
Impala SS Convorllblo. A-1 condition. 
Write to G. Monson, Box 135. Slenen, 
Sosk. S0A3X0or phono 306-54B.4330. 
4330. 0660-35
I96« PETERBILT GRAVEL TRUCK, 
Cummin* onglno, 5 and 4 tron- 
imisslon, 36,000 lb* rear and*. 12 
yord box, tele, hoitt 1000/22 rubber- 
*8,500.00. Write C-29, R.R, 1.100 Milo 
Home, B.C. VOK2EO, 00-28
1970 MACK DM 400 complete with 12 
. 14 yard Rollonce Hoht «to*l flrovel 
box. Good condllion. 100 Milo Homo. 
Phono 395-4304,na-2B
1979 DODGE MAXI VAN, 360 molor, 
rolled roof, trailer packaQO, cuilom 
Interior, 4 twlvol tilt »oat». table, 
clotol, Sloopi lour. *10,500. 656- 
7847.OCM* 
76 OLASJPLV BOAT, 31 Vi It, todon 
Mylo, 165 Morcrultor, »lorn convoi, 
CB, 05. Tondom Roodrunner trolUr, 
*11,500.479.5702, If
IwTir TRAVELAIRi TRAUER, with
owning, largo fridge ond Irooier, 
Bnihtob, rtjrpet orvd linoloum. large 
ilorogo box on bock, *10,500, 656- 
7847, 0410-11
Motorcycles
1977 06C, ongle'dozer, hyster free 
spool. ROPSi ;-bu5h guarded, 80% 
U/C. Excellent. Dawson- Creek, 
$72,5C)0; 1975 980B. g.p. bucket, fully 
enclosed cob. third voive, 80% tires, 
recent major overhaul. Edmonton. 
$87,500: 1977 R200 P&H rough terrain 
crane, 60 ft, boom, 20 ft. gib, G.M. 
power, low hours. Excellent. Peace 
River, $67,500: 1974 ML 200MountoIn 
logger sklddor, 200 h.p. class, new 
tires, Clark winch. Excellent. 
Cranbrook, $30,000; 1975 D8K — 
angle blade with tilt, ripper, fully 
enclosed cab, checks but OK. Prince 






Viennatone; in the 
ear, Behind the ear, 
Cros - Bi-Cros, 
Eyeglass Models.














Excellent second cut. 
Dairy or horse feed. 
Large supply. $155 per 
ton. Canadian — 
Alberta’s finest. Phone 




SAANICH PENINSULA GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION Services for the 
family, individual, marriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 107- 
9790 Second Street. Sidney. 0637-tf
Births
WANTED: Cows and .quota. Will pay 
top price. Apply to John or domes 
Zoll, laSSThoin Rd., Cobble Hill, B.C. 
VOK ILO or phone 743-5022. tf
HALF SAMOYD, half Lob, almost 1 
year old needs o big yard with fence 
dr form. Good watchdog ond good 
with children. Free to good homo. 
656.5724 . 0694-24
AM LOOKING FOR loving homo for 2 
. white port Persian cots. Neutered 
ond oil shots. 656-1669,0684-25 
COAT, HORSE or cow hair wanted for 
spinning. Pay by ounce or pound. 
652.4305, 0648-24
NEED DOG BABYSITTER lor o Corgi. 
Excellent bohovlour, clean, 652.9387.
' 0666-24
THREE KITTENS, free to good homes. 
3 pure white females; one all block 
mole, 656-5979.0686-24 
PUREBRED REGISTERED English 
Springer Sponells, liver and white. 
Sire and Dorn Imported from U.K, 
Excellent bird dogs and pets. Many 
field trial champions In pedigree, 
Phone 593-4387, NA.24
REGISTERED BLACK LABRADOR Pups, 
moles and fomoles, roody lo go with 
tattoos, shots, wormed. From ox- 




WESTBERG. Kim and LaVarne wish to 
onnounce the birth of their son Kevin 
, Scott, born on May 19, 1980 at Vic­
toria General Hospital, weighing 8 






in Deep Cove has a few 
openings for the summer 
day care program. 
Activities include day 
trips to the beach, neigh­
bourhood walks and 
picnics at local parks. 
We accept children ages 
3to 10. ; : ;
For further information, 
call:











One bedtopm Milic on tViinl 
floor' facing west in this 
desirable location of North 
Sidney, clo.se to Tschum 
Harbor, 131,500. Attractive 
financing available.





Excellent buy on lliis 3 year 
old home one block from 
shopping, 1050 sq, ft. on 
main floor consisting of 2 
Bedrooms, large kitchen, 
dining-L Livliigroom with 
Urcplacc, Lower level hivs 
3rd bedrLTum K.L Buili and 
lots of room for further 
development.
NEW LISTING 
2 Bedroom -Ho - step 
Bungalow, sliuatcd on 
lovely landscaped lot with 
lots of trees and shrubs. 
Attached garage, double 
windows, .\ssumnhlc 




SSATUII PROrtttIQNAl mupl* with 
2 chlklrwi l•qulr•* q 2 or 3 bodroom 
ham* lo lh« ioank'h oiimi boolnning 
July 111 or August lit. M SR Wrighi,
texHCJ.niUsl, B.C. VCH1V0.
0S06-34
SCHOOL DISTRICT MO (Qu**n 
Chorloll*),. Horn* Economics l*ach*r 
r«qulr*d for ih* O.M, Dowion 
SucurKloiy Sdiuol In Muiiitl, D.C. This 
modtrn grot)*i B • IV school hoi n 
ilnfl of 19 i»och*ri ond nn •t\roliti»n1 
of 340 ilud*nU, This position 
r*qulr*s o solid background In both 
foods ond l•xlll*l, S*nd wrHI»n 
oppllcollon compUl* with lupporllng 
docum*nli loi Mr, W. Rop*r, Dlr»clor 
ol Inilrucllon, School Dlilricl #50 
(Qu»«n Chorloll*), f'.O. Box 69, 
OuMin Clxirlotl* City, B.C, VOT ISO, 
1*l*phon* •nqulrl*! w*lcom* of 559-
8471,________;_________ NA24
APPLE 1HINNIRl”wiil b* niodidTn 
Qppruximntdy 2 w**ki, $4.00 p«r 
hour, Appllconli should l•gl*l•t 
now, Troniporlotlon d»ilrobl« os 
work Is on Soonlch Peninsula, Apply 
30.*,3400 Douglas SI. .103-4374 , 0586- 
24 . ■
WANTED FOR tIPTBMIER ItT.
RogliloKHl doy-into lor 3 yoor old, 
Canlrol Soonlch or»o. Pt*a*« conlorl 
652.9930 all»r S or wohUntll,....067h
_____  ___ ...............................
WORK’"lN’NiwiPAp¥R"or''pr'inllno 
ploni, txp*fl*nt#d In optrollng 
typ*i*ll(ng maehln»i, pog* mok*. 
up, ud luyouls, phologaiphy, all 
iforkronm nrorodur*! Jnn* Rnminy, 
Box 133, Sporwood, B.C. VOB 300. 
PhDn*435,23«l, NA-34
NO ToiTTob SMAuTyoucio cor 
fHtnl*r willing lo do l•n(lHl, suO' 
d*rl<« (cnintlkn esfe All
I work gu(iionl**d. Phon* Ron 6*6- 






Again available for 
Sidney and siirroimding 
district, Good Work- 
manship at rca.sonnblc 
prices.
Also excellent crews, 
available for larger jobs. 
656-1744
1977 YA6SAHA XS4IW. •xc*ll«nl 
cnndlflnn, 4,000 rnlUi, Ooich horns, 
*1000. 656-6033 oflar 5. Nc-34
Miscellaneous 
For Sale
SPltDY CARDIN ItWVICl, 





We would like to thank all 
tliosc wlio .submitted ap­
plications for tlie position 
of Clerk H (Clerk-Typist) 
within the Saanich School 
District.
Please be advised tliai this 
position has now been 
nileil. Your applications 
will be kepi on tile fur « 
period of three months and 
welcomed for any suitable 
vacancies which may arise 




FIREWOOD* cut 10 ord*r. C*dor 
Polls, iind lulls. S*l*cl lt«» lolling. 
656.4313 , 053011
AIRTIGHr STOVES, firtplw:* Initrli, 
plp*s, bruih*s, occaisorltti. ilc. W* 
tx)V* II oil lor your llnsploc*. S*a us 
ol Marino Courl, Sldn*y Flraploc* 
Shop, 9043 3nd St. SIdnoy. 656-3031,
0 458-11
ifYOU ENJOY gordtnlng, do'll
round, using on olumlnum and gloss 
gr**nhoui*, Wrii* lor fr** brothur* 
to B.C, Oionnhoui* Bulld*ri, 7333 • 
6lh St. Burnnby. B,C, V3N 31.3. Moll 
oidtrsnowaynliobi*. NA
ClARK ENTtRPRISII. low ptic* 
lotloiv solvog* gloss, Cut lo *l«*. 3^ 
or, 75c iquoto loot; 33 or,, *1,28i 
3/16. *1 ,S0| 1/4" plol*. *1.73, Broni* 
lint, 24 01,. *1,00; 3/16. *2,00, Works
01 roar ol SUggs Luinbor, 5lh Slr*«l,
SIdnoy. Ofion Mon, • Fri. 13;.10 > 4 
p m, Sniurdny Born. • 13 noon, 616- 
**56_,._   0409.36
DooiTiTc'* LowKT r*iairp7*- ■
bung Iniorlof, 119,90; solid Exioiior 
pto-bung,, *5V.,O0, Ponollod doors, 
*39,00, Clout bldllrJi, *17,90; 
Dwidbcill locks, *9.90, Conotlo'* 
lorgosl loloctlonl Writ* of phon* lor 
lui thill liiluinmilori. VVulkor Duui 
ltd., Vonmuvor 266-1101, 1356 »,W, 
Modn* Otivtv V6I' 8*9 or North 
Vemcouvor 9fi5 9714, 15*9 Onrdon 
Avo V7P3A5, NA'll
lANOf WIIIIR Kimi" Bof-B-Q, uiod 
twit#, tns (n»vv *134); Konmor* 
woihlng rnoihlno, *33.1| Oryor, *50, 
Uuvy duty oriumol loundiv *ub, *40,
All Items O'frriT tH
MS'.___ , rwi2'a4
WANTED UROINTIVI Mon ond 
womon with own iraniporlollon, 
good houiokooplng skills ond In- 
toroilod In porionol cor* lo act os 
mombor* ol th* Hoolih Cor* T*am on 
lit# Soonltlt P»nlniula, Also nw*d*d 
p*fioni lnl*r*il«d In llv*.|n 
positions, Coll 656 0134 , 04311-25
lOVILY 19*1 OMC lully comp*rlt*d 
school bus. (Supoflor Cooth), 
rxc«ll«nl mocbnnlcol condition. All 
n*w broking lyilsmt, bronri n*w 
clulcb ond 1lr*i, Sull liuilnail or 
laliui*. R*c*lpls ovollabl*. *6,000,
383.9407,___________ 0659-34
TIMPTI REEFER TRAriER'‘40';i7i»i,"r0 
h,p, M*(i| rolls, plastic lining, Good 
condition, Phon* Courl*noy 114-4983 
or 338-1729, . na-24
Boats and 
Marino
GULF ISLANDS. Mognlllcont Mayn* 
lilond nllor*-. Grocory, Fralghl lino on 
3/4 ocr«, «oo«d '/. commofclol, V, 
Induilrlol, Tox*i *700, G, Exc, wal*r, 
Incl. ownori suit* ond unllnlihod 
bous*. Stbr* 300 sq, ll. llii ol 
»qulpm*ni ovollabl*, Asking prlc* 
*135,000, Gross sol* 77/78; *168,000. 
Gross sol** 78/79: *200,000.
Exc*ll«nl folurns. Enjoy living on on* 
ol Ih* boqulllul Gull Islands, This will 
sull ocllv* coupl* or lomlly, Ownors 
rollrlni). Musi soil. By oppolnlm*nl 
only, Coll Bob or KoihUon bugoi, 
Half Spring Londri;nrrrW7dl515" 
537-3034. Box 69, Oongas, B.C. VOS 
'EO. NA-24
Miii'i.NORMAircoSMiTii’'s^
lor sol*. Locotod downtown Qu*sn*l, 
Or«al polAnllol, •xc»ll*nl Uos*, 
Pricad In low 30's. ~ 379 Raid Slr**l, 
Ou*sn*l, D.C, V3J 2M3. Phon* 993- 
^ 7028, : NA-24
BEAUTY SALON on bauulllul sun- 
shin* roosf, bont* ol C.B.C.'i Baoch- 
combtrs. Locotad on main ilr**l al 
S<ich*ll, Ibis thriving businass bos 4 
work itolloni, room lor axpanilori, 
95% iitgulnr cuilomari, ov*r 167,000 
gross iol*i. On* hour Irom Von- 
criuvar. Tarms ovollabl* at *17,000. 
Coll Rita P*rcb*ion loll It** 609-5838, 
bum*R05-.57t>6. NA-TF
TOY (TORE lor sol* on Ih* lilond of 
Mnul, Exc*ll*nl locotlon In Loholno. 
Exclinlv* lints, *50,000. Conlaci W. 
Brandi.. 03,1 Kartyon Si., N.W,. iriC, 
Olymido, Wnih, 96502. 0621 -24
Fll* Nos:
0123693
Conditional Wotor Llconcos 44627 and 
44029,, Rooy Creek, authorize the 
diversion and use ol 0.2 acre foot per 
annum ol water lor Irrigation pur­
pose and 500 gallons □ day of water 
lor domestic (stock watering) pur-, 
pose rospocllvely, on Lot 1 of Sec­
tions 8 and 9, Range 3 East, North 
Soonlch District, Plan 25608.
Final Wotor Licence 10833, Rooy 
Creek, authorizes the diversion and 
use ol 3 ocro foot per annum ol water 
lor Irrigation purposes and 1000 
gallons a day of water lor domestic 
purpose on Lot 2, ol Section 8, Range 
3 East, North Soonlch District, Plan 
4179.
Those licences hove become sub|ocl 
to concellotlon for failure by tho 
licensee lor tbroo successive years to 
moke beneficial use ol the water lor 
tho purpose and In the manner 
authorized under the licenses.
Notice Is hereby given that unless 
cause to tho contrary Is shown within 
60 days ol Ihe dole ol Ihe fourth 
puhllmllon of the notice the sold 




"This Is the 2nd Puhllcollon"
INVITATION TO TENDER
SEALED TENDERS for the projects or service.s 
listed below, addressed to the Head, Tenders mid 
Contracts, Pacific Region, Department of Public 
Work.s, Canada, 1110 West Georgia Street, Van­
couver, B.C. V6E 3W5 will be received until tlu: 
specified closing time and date. Tender documents 
can be obtained througli the above noted Depart­
ment of Public Work,*, Vancouver office.
Project
PR 0.)5184 — Repair Exterior Brickwork and Metal 
Flushing of Post Office at Sidney, B.C.
Closing Date: 11 iOO AM PpST - 2 JULY 1980.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
BOB AND HAZEL WRIGHT oi Sidney 
ore happy lo announce Ihe for­
thcoming marriage of their daughter, 
Betty Helen to Ion Peachey, son ol 
Mrs, J. Peachey, England. Tho 
wedding will toko place JuneUlhol 
2 p.m. In Iho Bonovlslo Missionary 
Church, 1509 Lake Ontario Drive, S.E. 
Colgory.■ 0654-24
MR. > MRS. R.E. FARMER. Sidney, 
announce with pleasure tho marriage 
of Ihoir oldest daughter, Kimberley 
Jane, to Roy Alan Hicks, son ol Mrs. 
E. Hicks, and Ihe late Dolborl Hocks, 
ol SIdnoy, The marriage took place In 
VIcloflo on Juno 5lh, 1980, A wed­
ding luncheon was hold lor the 
Immediate family following Iho 
ceremony. Tho couple loll for a brief 
honeymoon at Harrison Hot Springs, 
0658-24
PRODUCE GROWERS," Poultry, etc
Inleroslod In opening o morkol In 
Victoria similar lo Iho morkol 
operotod several yoors ago suc- 
coislully. Please signify Inlorosl by 
lolophoning 598 6064 or 304.1706, 
This odvorllsnineni Is mainly to 
discover how much inierosi oclually 
exisis lor such 0 progrom, 0662-24
ROYAL DOULTON MAIL AND FLOOR 
AUCTION. Sunday, July 13/80. Over 
150 discontinued and current 
flguilnes, plotes and jugs. Send *3,00 
lor picture catalogue and bid ihouls. 
Box 130, Duiham, Onl, Canada NOG 
IRO, Phon* (519)369.2834. nn.28
16' HOUBITON OI.AMCRAF1
lunobout. Good comflllott. Includes 
gcilwinised irollor, *2,500. 656-0390, 
0607.34
I ♦».’-'li'"'c lAulirc jSi“ciAFT.
Double plonked mohogany hull, nevu 
p(iw»r, bllg* pumps and blowar. 
Hydraulic st«*ting, depth sound*!, 
ftlnohy, 914 xrvi 654 547t 0650 14
fWTAHiMi Dl*i*r"2rrg*f?',
*1,300. l*ev* number'nl 652-4231, 
0672-24'
1971 - 38 HP lohntnn outbpord lor
mI*. Also rseotly new Jel Oltocfimanl 
lor usanniom*, *53-*l48. 0683-24
"Le COTEAU FARMS”
3(14 Walton IMac* off Olrttirid Itoafl 
COME SEEDS TODAY!
TOP QUALITY — PKR.SONAL ATTENTION
STRAWBERRIES/
Freshly picked berries dally.
Buy In qiinnllty for fraying - Plnre 





AND FOR FA FHER VV DA Y
House I*ltnl«
Hanging IlMkcl*
We have a beautiful sekctlon






2412D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney. B.C. 656-5551
WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT
















Duct work. Chimneys, 






































Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 




















MA UREEN RO V/LETT 
Bookkeeping Services
4903 Bollcrett Place 
Victoria, B.C.
Bookkeeping to trial balance, 
payrolls, write-up work. One time 






2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.





















































•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 














Marino, Auto & Safoty Gloss 














Residentoil, Commercial and 
Golf,Course Construction.,







“From F.stimale lo 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!













. FACTORY CERTIFIED 
MECHANIC/ONDUTY: 




















your roofingFor all 
needs.
Shakes, Shingles, Tar & 





Complete - Inslo/latlons . 
rebuilding - oxhousl.systems. For 
pleasure, commerciol and fishing 
boots. ;; 656-5633 -
A & B BOATTOPS j
























1\ c a I i 11 g
Repairs, Appliance 
Connections






SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES





Sorving SIdnoy, Broniwood and 
Saonich Poninsulo, Irom Vlclorlo 




656-5641 2452 Beacon Ave.






















AUo Hnuling. Will dnllvoi nn» lo 





Serving Sidney, Central 





Gnvinnnmnl tiitlllnid Inc linit ion 











COMPU TE BOILER REPAIRS 











Supervisors Gordon and Leanne Jones bring 
you 9 years pre-school experience and 10 years of 
kiiidciguiTcii and Grade one experience.
I.ocatcd at 9«30-5lh St., across from Shop 
Wise.
Tor Enrolment phone 656-7334 after 4 
p.m. or at Pah Child Centre in the 







Wii’idow* ■ Floorn ■ Carp»l« 














I'cncc Posts, Digging, 50 







|i Avfllloliln AHnr 
nagiilar Hoiiin 










I Now specializing in |
I finislilng carpentry, 11cfibinet.s and buili-ins,'
I nmijutr rortiTUi. rpjtnirr, i 
I additions —■ no Job itto | 
I small, j
I Renovate and Save ■ 


























'“Big or small 










556 Downey Rond 




7I77W. Snaolch Ud, 
Brentwood Bay 












69.50 WAU.ACI: Dlf 
(iklNiy-'OOD liAY
By HELEN LANG 
Earlier this spring 1 was fascinated to discover the 
amazing potential of the simple fibre pot. These pots, 
which come in a wftJe variety of sizes, are made of 
pressed paper. They have been around for some years, 
and we found they made a useful patio pot and didn’t 
look bad at all, especially if you painted them green or 
brown. The other advantage is that they’re cheap and 
with any luck at all last for three years. Then the bottom 
drops out!
While on a visit to the mainland to see a perennial 
grower who used four-inch fibrepots for his plants, 1 
was interested to see these potted plants sitting on the 
ground had strong root growth right through the 
bottom of the pots. Now we have discovered if you put 
these pots right in the soil, where they are wet both 
inside and out, they’ll disintegrate in a very short time.
The possibilities are dazzling. No longer will you have 
to wait until fall, or or the next spring, to put in your 
fruit trees ... if they come already planted in fibre 
pots. You will be able to buy roses while they are in 
bloom, and you can see exactly what you are buying, if 
they are also in these amazing pots. Their precious root 
system never need be disturbed, but just continue to 
grow, right out through the wall of the pots, and into 
the surrounding soil. Fantastic!
The one caution you must observe is that the entire 
pot must be below the surface of the ground. If you 
leave the top out in the air it will act as a wick, drawing 
moisture out of the ground, and that is the last thing 
you want. The other alternative would be to break down 
the top of the pot until it will remain below soil level. I 
suppose I am raving on a bit, but the thought of doing 
away with the shock connected with transplanting 
things like trees (which have a nasty habit of dying if 
you so much as look sideways at them) gives me a real 
thrill.
Several really interesting ideas came my way this 
week, and I make haste to pass them on to you, 
especially the one about “deer-proofing.”
One woman reported she had had great success 
keeping the deer away from her garden by soaking 
pieces of rag in creosite and hanging these rags on sticks ^ 
driven into the ground all around the garden. When I 
shared this bit of information with another “deer 
harrassed” gardener, she replied, with a groan, “Well, 
it never worked for me.” She then came up with an idea 
, that sounds as nearly fool-proof as humsmly possible.
Her husband has strung fishing linef the clear plastic 
stuff, all around the perimeter of her garden. One line is 
at knee level, and tmother is at what they figure would be 
about shoulder level. It seems to me, if I were a dcCT 
quietly browsing in the long grass, savoring the thought 
of rose buds for dessert, and headed for the garden arid: 
felt a couple of ‘things” touching my legs and chest, I 
might step back and have a good look.
Of course the fishing line would be invisible in the 
dark so, if 1 were a reasonably smart deer; surely 1 
would be nervous, and head elsewhere for rose buds or 
even settle forsome more grass.
Fishing line is expensive, of course, but nowhere as 
“dear” (please forgive the pun) as a fence, and not as 
unsightly as netting. Talking about netting, it is time to 
cover your strawberries if you hope to get any at all. 
There is nothing more annoying than picking those first 
few beautiful berries, your mouth watering in an­
ticipation, only to turn them over and discover some 
large bird has already had a good mouthful.
Having already be-moaned the weather last week I 
won’t again today, except to say that if you arc troubled 
with mildew on your strawberries or raspberries, and if 
your blueberries are either mildewing, or suffering from 
(lovely word, horrible disease) “mummy berry” then 
you will need to apply either "Captan” or“Benomyl”.
It is always a good idea to pick and incinerate any 
berries so affected, since this is a very contagious 
disease. What we need is some sun!
Stan Uren, of Sidney, has another suggestion 
regarding “fairy rings” in lawns. He tells of great 
success using two ounces of “Dutox” plus two ounces 
of “Bcnomyl” (or Bcnlatc) dissolved in one gallon of 
water. To this add two tablespoons of liquid soup, and 
apply directly on the toadstools. He says it Is also very 
effcclive as a rose spray to correct black-spot and 
mildew. Peter Van Der Aardweg, also of Sidney, says to 
kill Canada thistle (and it is a brute to get rid oO 
for a dry day ond pul about a tcaspoonful of Formalin 
(formaldehyde) in the centre of the crown of each 
thistle. The drug stores should sell formaldehyde,
Another alternative is lo (again on a dry day ... 
pardon the hollow laughter) put a pinch of pickling salt 
in Ihe crown of each thistle, He also says cpsoin salts 
will work, If applied at full strength.
One last idea which I am trying and am pleased with: 
Plant celery and over each prospective head put a milk 
canon with the bottom cut off. This makes your garden 
look like an advertisement for “Palm Duiries” but 
serves several purposes.
It makes the celery grow toward the light, so that it 
gels tall,
It keeps iHc sunlight off the stalks, so they remain 
white, and don't get bitter.
It keeps the celery warm, and also seems to 
discourage insects, . . its a long trip for a slug, Just for 
a bit of celery I
I If the milk cartons bother you, another woman 
suggested you use pieces of carpel rolls In the same way.
NOTICE
Saanich Peninsula Hospital Society
The Annuai Meeting ot tho Society will take place on 
the ?6lh June 1980 al 2000 hours In tho Parkland 
School^ 10640 MacDonald Park Itoad. Sidney, B.C.
The Order ol Business:
Minutes of tho Muetlngol Juno 1979 
Reports
Proposed Artiondrnents to tho By laws 
, Election of Oftlcers: “
Two (2) for Three (3) Year terms 
Onit (1) (or Two (2) Year terms
Appointment of Auditor 
Other.Business Adjourrimont
John Stovoris, Secretary
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SOMETH NG FOR HIS CAR 
SOMETHING FOR HIS BOAT




Guilty plea to armed robbery ,
A preliminary hearing for 
the man charged with the 
Dec. 5 holdup of the 
Brentwood branch of the 
Saanich Peninsula Savings 
and Credit Union was 
suddenly cut short last 
week.
Instead, 22-year-old 
Marcel Victor Poupart, of 
2065 Goldsmith, pleaded
guilty to armed robbery and 
possession of a firearm 
during the commission of a 
theft.
A total of $6,193 was 
taken during the noon-hour 
holdup of the credit union 
at 7103 West Saanich Road.
But about half of the 
money was lost when the 
plastic shopping bag used to
carry the loot broke inside 
the credit union. ,
Defence lawyer Barry ■ 
Mah Ming re-elected trial 
by magistrate and entered 
the guilty pleas.
Judge William Ostler 
remanded Poupart in 
custody until June 26 when 
Poupart is expected to be 
sentenced.
2140 Keating X Rd.
Central Saanich Mayor Dave Hill, and Alex Fraser, minister of high­
ways, cut ribbon at official opening of Keating Industrial Park 






Larry Cross was re­
elected to the presidency of 
the Deep Cove and Eastern 
District Property Owners’ 
Association at the 32nd 
annual general meeting last 
month.
Peter Tredgett was 
elected vice-president while 
directors include Chris 
Doman, John Lapham, 
Gillian Mackie, Dyllis 
Poole, and Edna Ralston.
The association voted to 
oppose the concept of a 
fixed-link from Vancouver
Island to the mainland, 
calling the scheme “un- 
desireable and im­
practical”, and the 
feasibility study now under 
way a “wastage of public 
funds’’.
Other highlights of the 
meeting:
•The association opposes 
the granting of any ad­
ditional foreshore water 
leases for the purpose of 
commercial marina ex­
pansion.
•It urges council to
continue to improve 
pedestrian safety 
throughout the
municipality through the 
construction of walkaways 
and paths.
•Requests council to 
investigate the intended 
displacement of local 
boaters from the Deep Cove 
Marina as a result of recent 
marina up-grading, and 
asks council to determine 
ways in which local boaters 
can be protected from such 
displacement in the future.
FENCING LTD.
All kinds of fencing — 
residential, commercial, 
farm.
“Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"




SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 (SAANICH)
CAPITAL EXPENSE PROPOSAL
NO. 7-80B
The Board of School Trustees of School District No. 63 (Saanich) proposes borrowing money at any 
time or from time to time within two (2) years from December 31, 1979, by the issue and sale of 
debentures bearing interest at a rate or rates per annum as may be specified by the British Columbia 
School Districts Capital Financing Authority at the time of the borrowing and payable over a period or 
periods not exceeding twenty-five years from the date or respective dates thereof, in such principal 
amounts as the Board may from time to time deem necessary to raise net sums hot exceeding in the 
aggregate $975,697.00, after payment of discount, commission, brokerage, exchange, and other ex­
penses witlv respect to such issue or sale, for acquiring and developing school .sites and purchasing, 
constructing, reconstructing, furni.shing, and equipping buildings for school purposes or use in con­
nection therewith and other capital expenditures for school purposes. The following in brief and 
general terms sets out substantially the proposed projects and the amount allocated for each, the 
amount specified as eligible for Provincial grants, and the amount specified as not eligible for
To be borrowed 
under this proposal 






I his charming iuniily home set in 0.712 hecuiie.s (1,7H iicrcH) is located at (he norih end of h’lk Lake being ahonl 
12.8/ km/H mi. Irom Vicioria, An impressive receplion hall; large living and dining rooms overlooking ihc back 
garden (soiilhern exposure); kitchen with bar h-ip billiard/recrealion room; Iblir bathrooms; four bedrooms (master 
with lireplacc, dressing it bathroom). There is also a studio close to the lake, a modern ureenhouse anil an aittiched 
garage.'I’his outstanding residence is being olTcred at $26.‘i,()()().0().
Viewing by appoiiilmenl with OLT t'.K NA.SHi-1 /













































Not ellBihle for Provincial granl.s ■ NIL 
Resolulion passed tlic 12th day of May, 1980.
Approved by the Minister the 21st day of May, 1980. ,
Authorized by the Lieutemmt-Oovernor in Coimcilihc day of ,1980.
Adopted by resolution of the Board of School Trustees the day of ,1980,
The Board of School Trustees, School District No. 63 (Saanich) will, at its next regular Board Meeting 
on June 23, 1980 ni 8:00 p,m,, in Sidney, B.C., consider for llnnl adoption Capital Expense Propo.‘mi 
No. 7.80B,
' H.S, Ingram, Sccrctary-Treasnrer
School District No. 63 (Saanich)
P.O. Box 7B10, Sidney, n.C. V8L 3S4 
Telephone: 656-1111
